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INSIDE: Kentucky Students Escape Violence That Has Erupted In Middle
East
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KDE's Crossfield decision not yet final

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Despite Education Commissioner
Gene Wilhoit's decision to allow
Crossfield subdivision to come into the
city school district, several questions
remained unanswered as the new
school year approaches.
From the Kentucky Department of
Education perspective, the Crossfield
residents can enroll in Murray
Independent Schools — without paying
tuition as 22 of the 30 school-aged chil-

dren had been the past year. But an
appeal process is likely to get underway, meaning Wilhoit's decision could
be far from final.
The last administrative ruling will
come from the Kentucky Board of
Education, but Franklin Circuit Court
remains another step should the local •
districts continue to disagree.
"We always encourage caution with
these issues because you never know
what will happen," KDE spokeswoman
Lisa Gross said. "Because Calloway

has made it pretty clear they will
appeal, that may influence Murray's
decisions with how to proceed."
Murray Supenntendent Bob Rogers
said he and board members discussed
possibilities briefly during their meeting Thursday night, but they're waiting
for more definite answers before proceeding. The most obvious options, he
said, are enrolling the Crossfield students without paying tuition with the
hopes Wilhoit's decision will stand or
charging tuition up front on the condi-

lion it be reimbursed should the ruling
remain.
"We want to wait until we got more
definite answer, so I guess we'll have to
discuss it again," Rogers said Friday
afternoon.
Murray board attorney Chip Adams
said the matter officially will be final
once the Kentucky Board of Education
approves the transfer. If there's no
appeal, Wilhoit or the state board can
set an effective date.
"There has to be some degree of

finality before an effective date."
Adams said, "and at this point it's not
final."
Another question is whether
Wilhoit's decision — and any possible
future action by the state school board
— will set a precedent. Kentucky
Board of Education chairman Keith
Travis said the relationship between
independent school districts and their
county counterparts is a popular issue.

•See Page 2A
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Fletcher
painted as
political
victim

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Assuan( Calloway County
Attorney Eva Walker says she
was both surprised and excited
when she was contacted by
TECO Barge
Line officials
in March that
the company
might name
one of their 18
tugboats after
her.
Walker,
who lives in
Paducah but
works in Murray, is married to
Tim Walker, the director of
transportation at the company at
its Metropolis, 111., office.
TECO officials wanted to
honor Tim Walker for his long
years of dedication and service
according to a tradition that
ERIC WALKER/Ledger 8, Times
goes back more than 100 year:
naming a boat after a wife or
other important woman in the
lives of their sailors.
Eva Walker said during an
interview this morning that she
was honored by the move.
"It's quite exciting," she
said. "I'm happy about the fact
undreds of youngsters gathered at
that the boat will be in my
name, but I'm more proud of
Stewart
Stadium at Murray State
the fact that it's honoring my
husband. I told them it should
Universi
ty
Saturda
y morning to take part in the
have 'Tim Walker' on it, but the,
tradition is to name it after the
annual Character Counts Olympics event,
wife, but he said "Oh no. I'm
which featured numerous games and fun, such
glad it has your name on it.—
Tim Walker said this mornas three-legged racing, football throw and triple
ing that all the honor goes to his
wife.
jump. Above,some young boys take part in a
"They're in there with us the
whole time. It's a family affair,"
tug-o-war with fellow youngsters in a best twohe said. "With working for the
out-of-three match, while 4-year-old Ben
company being the way it is,
there is always a partner to help
Overby, at right, makes a catch in the wet
us get through these things. I
don't spend most of my time
sponge toss. But the event was also a teaching
out on the vessels any more like
. I did earlier in my career, but
tool to share the six pillars of the Character
there are always things happenCounts initiative — trustworthiness, respect,
ing that require the attention of
all of us. It's a tribute to the
responsibility, fairness, caring and citizenship.
hard work that they (the wives)
do and it's much more than I
Additional photos can be seen on page 6B of
deserve."
On Saturday, the Walkers
today's Murray Ledger & Times.
participated in a dedication ceremony that also honored
Brenda Koestler, the wife of
Capt. Charles Koestler, of
Vicksburg Miss., and Marlene
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. Course.
Ellis, the wife of chief engineer
(AP)— Space shuttle Discovery
Glen Ellis, Brookport.
Discovery landed at Kennedy
'The "Eva Walker" is a 1,000 and its crew of six returned to Space Center at 9:14 a.m. in
Earth through thick clouds only the second shuttle flight
hp tugboat built in 1953 for the
today, ending an impressive since the 2003 Columbia disasmission that put NASA's space ter.
•See Page 2A
program back on a solid. safer
"Welcome back, Discovery.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Attorneys for Gov. Ernie
Fletcher say the embattled governor shouldn't be tried for
allegedly basing personnel decisions on political considerations
because Democrats committed
similar acts for decades without
punishment.
In a 96-page motion to dismiss filed by Fletcher's lawyers
last week, his attorneys claim
the crimes Fletcher is accused of
committing are the same ones
that have been violated by
Democrats for years.
"One of the most honored
and respected precepts in
American jurisprudence is that a
person cannot be singled out for
prosecution under a law that,
over many years, has not been
enforced against anybody else,"
the motion reads.
Fletcher was charged with
conspiracy, official misconduct
and political discrimination
stemming from allegations that
he gave protected state jobs to
political allies. He pleaded not
guilty during an arraignment
last month and is scheduled to
be back in court on Nov. 8.
The special grand jury overseeing the investigation has
issued 29 indictments, 14 of
which remain sealed. Fletcher
announced in August that he had
pardoned his entire administration — other than himself— for
any charges that could result
from the probe.
Fletcher's attorneys claim
the case against the governor is
the first of its kind to be prosecuted by the state's attorney
general's office. In the motion,
Fletcher's lawyers argue that the
state Personnel Board has found
65 instances of political discrimination against workers
since 1972. None of those cases
were prosecuted by the attorney
general's office.
For example,the board found
that there had been a "mass
removal" of Republicans in
1972 when Democrat Wendell
Ford succeeded Republican
Louie B. Nunn as governor, but
the attorney general did nothing,
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After 13 days in orbit, Discovery lands back on Earth
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and congratulations on a great enjoyed the entry and the landmission," Mission Control told ing," Lindsey replied.
shuttle commander Steven
The smooth landing was sure
Lindsey after DisCovery rolled to leave NASA officials jubilant.
to a stop.
•;,after conquering the chronic
"It was a great mission, a threat of foam chunks that break
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PoliceFirelogs

•Discovery ...

Murray Police Department
• Criminal mischief was reported at the Murray-Calloway County
Parks office at 9.23 a.m. Fnday.
• A theft was reported at Pocket's at the corner of 12th and
Chestnut streets at 1.42 p.m. Friday.
• Someone came into the station at 3 47 p.m. Fnday to report a
stolen purse.
• A hit-and-run accident was reported at Best Westem at 10:4-8
p.m. Friday
• Criminal trespassing was reported at 2:04 p.m. Sunday at 303
Tanglewood Apartments. A Calloway County Shenff's unit also
responded.
• Someone came into the station at 6:52 p.m. Sunday to report a
theft
Murray Fire Department
• A car fire was reported on Ky. 121 at 16th Street at 5.52 p.m.
Saturday. MPO also responded.
• A semi-truck's brakes were on fire at 12:27 p.m. Sunday at 12th
and Main streets. MPD also responded.
• An injury crash was reported on U.S. 641 South at Tobacco
Road at 2:38 p.m. Sunday.
• An injury crash was reported at 7:10 p.m. Sunday on Ky. 280
near the 2 mile marker.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

From Front
of Mexico and across Florida to
cap a 5.3 million-mile journey
that began on the Fourth of July.
A last-minute buildup of
clouds prompted NASA to
switch the shuttle's direction for
landing. By the time Discovery
approached, it was so cloudy,
Lindsey couldn't spot the runway until about a minute before
landing.
At touchdown, shouts and
whistles came from the few hundred astronauts' relatives and
space center workers at the runway.
NASA officials had been certain going into Monday's landing that Discovery's heat shield
was intact and capable of protecting the spaceship during the
fiery re-entry.
Repeated inspections of the
ship's thermal skin in orbit had
given everyone confidence.
Unlike Discovery's flight a year
ago, the external fuel tank shed
little foam insulation during
liftoff. That flight was the shuttle's first after the deaths of the
seven Columbia astronauts
when a chunk of falling foam
doonied the shuttle.
Officials acknowledged reentry was, along with the
launch, the most dangerous
phase of the mission and nothing could be taken for granted
until Discovery was safely back
from its I3-day. trip to the international
space
station.
Discovery's astronauts and
flight controllers kept close
ali:11 tin a slightly lealing

Town rier

•

AP

As bystanders and security guards watch, the Space Shuttle Discovery approaches the runway at the Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral, Fla., to complete mission STS-121
today.

power unit.
with what turned out to be the
NOTICE
NASA did not know whether space
agency's
first
11 The Murray
Code
Enforcement Board public harmless nitrogen gas or flam- Independence Day launch.
hearing will be today at 5 p.m. mable hydrazine was dripping
"We are playing the odds,"
at city hall.
from the auxiliary power unit, Griffin said at the time. The
• Calloway County Fiscal one of three needed to drive astronauts said they were confiCourt's regularly scheduled Discovery's hydraulic landing dent in the decision.
monthly meeting, previously systems. The leak was small and
The shuttle earned up seven
set for 5 p.m. on Tuesday at didn't grow during descent, and astronauts, but departed the
Weak's
Community the unit operated properly.
the
space station on Saturday with
Center. has been rescheduled
Discovery sported a new, six — Lindsey, co-pilot Mark
for 3 p.m on Thursday. July
• tougher type of landing gear tire Kelly, Michael Fossum, Piers
20, at the same location
"
• The Murray Planning for improving safety. In another Sellers, Lisa Nowak and
Commission will meet at 5 shuttle first, an on-board (PS Stephanie Wilson. German
p m. Tuesday at city hall The receiver helped guide the shuttle astronaut Thomas Reiter of the
agenda includes a public down to the 3-mile-long landing European Space •Agency was
left behind for a half-year stay,
hearing about rezoning twb strip.
lots
of
Cambridge
It was the first shuttle landing joining two other men there and
Subdivision a review of audio at Kennedy in nearly four years. boosting the station's crew size
concerning Columbia never made it back in to three.
proceedings
Chantilly Place and three February 2003 — shattering
The Discovery crew conductitems related to residential over Texas -- and Discovery ed three spacewalks. one
of
developments
had to take a weather detour to them to test shuttle patching
• The Murray Board of
techniques, and used a 100-foot
Zoning Adjustments will meet Calitorma last summer.
Some at NASA, including inspection crane to check the
at 430 pm. Wednesday at
city hall The agenda includes the chief engineer and NASA's shuttle's entire thermal armor
public hearings for expanding top safety officer, wanted to put for any damage from launch or
a non-conforming structure off the latest mission until fur- orbital debns. The rocketship
and allowing a home occupa- ther repairs could be made to a turned out to be the cleanest
tion and three dimensional sensitive area of the fuel tank. seen in orbit from a thermal pervariance requests
Hut
NASA
Administrator spective, officials said.
• The Murray-Calloway Sts.hael Griffin pressed ahead
The astronauts also demonCounty Park Board meeting
will be July 24 at 6 p m in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room Director and
committee reports are on the
tricts become more land locked,
agenda
From Front
thus revenue locked, they are
• To report a Town Crier
s
,is i 11 t le nende n
itpm can 753-1916
having to make funding decisions and sometimes opt to
merge with the other local disTOP 511 HEART HOSPITAL SLLKS TOP
trict, as Mercer County and
RNs AND RTs
Harrodsburg recently did in an
effort to address cost concerns.
FOR OUR GROWING("NM I NB
With the developing topic at
Saint Joseph licalthCare in I xxington. KY has fullthe forefront of educators'
time iipenings fur experienced las and RN, Flexible
minds. Travis said he already
notified his fellow board memscheduling. L iimpetilise pay and excellent bench's at
bers that he'd like the Crossfield
both ,if ilit :man] winnino campuses. FOE
annexation
to be presented to
t
( all
the full hoard, rather than a
saint Joseph Health(
smaller committee.
"I've requested that the

strated that the boom could
function as a work platform for
spacewalkers and delivered several thousand pounds of supplies
to the space station, still in need
of restocking because of the 2
1/2-year grounding of the shuttle fleet after Columbia's
dem I ise.
By fixing a broken rail car on
the outside of the space station,
the astronauts paved the way for
space station construction to
resume in earnest with the next
shuttle flight.
Atlantis is scheduled to blast
off as early as Aug. 27. Unlike
Discovery's missions, which
focused primarily on the flight
test aspects, the Atlantis crew
will haul up a major space station piece — a building-block
beam — and attach it to the
•
orbiting outpost.
The station is just half finished, eight years after the first
piece went up. NASA wants it
completed by the time the three
remaining shuttles are retired in
2010 to make way for a new
spaceship capable of carrying
astronauts to the moon.

AP
'WATER' YOU GOT THERE?: Ryan Thomas Hall cools
off in one of the geysers at Blackburn Sprayground in
Paducah. Ky.. Sunday. The Sprayground is a water
recreation area without a pool.

•Boat...
From Front
Arnold V. Walker Co. Originally named the VI Vallot. the vessel
was purchased by Mid-South Towing (now TECO Barge Line) and
renamed the "Ms. T," representing the initials of the barge line.
TECO Barge Line serves the Mississippi, Illinois and Ohio rivers
for domestic and international markets, according to the business'
Web site at www.tecobargeline.com.
According to a news release from County Attorney David
Harrington's office. Walker was raised in Carlisle County. She has
bachelor's degree in political science from MSU and a juris doctorate from Southern Illinois University. The Walkers have been married for 25 years and have two daughters, Kelli and Bethany, as well
as one granddaughter, Ashton.

•Final ...
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New Concord
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July 16 - 19, 2006

whole board hear it because it's
a philosophical issue about how
cities and counties do business.said Travis. a Marshall County
native who works as vice president for human resources at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
He said he thinks his responsibility to the txiard and its decisions outweighs any local connections that should cause ftitti
to recuse himself from any discussions on the issue, hut he has
considered refraining from hirt ing input on the matter.
The state school board is
scheduled to meet Aug. 2-3. so
Trasis said any appeal would
have to be filed with Wilhoit and
the KDE staff soon to he considered on the next agenda

"My opinion is if they appeal
vi ithm the next couple of days,
then it would he heard in August
hich is a good time to hear it
prior to the stan of school,- he
saud
.
f
Another possible precedent,
v,thch Calloway Superintendent
Steve Hoskins has already considered. is whether bringing
Crossfield into Murray's district
v.111 pase the
for more
neighborhoods to join the independent
district.
Like
Crosslield, some other subdivisions within the City of Murray
limas aren't in the city school
district.
SeVelli)
, -try e percent of property owners in any subdivision
adjacent to the school district
has e t‘ sign a petition to get the
it
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annexation process started.
Then the petition is considered
by both districts' boards. If they
don't agree, like in Crossfield's
case, the matter goes on to
Wilhoit and his KDE staff.
Rogers said Crossfield was
an ideal annexation case
because a majority of the students already attended the district in which they hoped to join.
With this scenario, Rogers
echoed Wilhoit's sentiments that
the financial impact and effects
on buildings and programs at
both districts is minimal.
"There are two 'big ifs' on
any other subdivisions," Rogers
said. "One 'if' is whether there
is another subdivision that can
get 75 percent. I don't know.
That's three out of four property
owners. The other 'big if' is if
there are children who go to
Murray schools already."
Rogers said no other property owner has contacted him
about having a valid petition.
After Murray and Calloway
County boards reached a multiyear agreement on their non-resident contracts, some parents in
Murray Estates, which sits long
Ky. 94 West next to Crossfield,
and Campbell Estates, off
Wiswell Road, talked casually
about wanting to be annexed.,
"I don't anticipate there
would be a lot of subdivisions
requesting to do that," Rogers
said. 'There's no citizen who
has come forward and said they
were going to start a petition."
The Calloway County Board
of Education is expected to meet
sometime this week to discuss
an appeal regarding the KDE's
decision: however no date has'
been set
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kentuckylnBrief
Escaped prisoner caught
after high-speed chase
HODGENVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A Marion County man who
escaped from a detention center early Sunday !Doming allegedly
committed a series of offenses before being recaptured by police following a high-speed chase.
According to police, Gregory Edmonds, 37, crawled through a
window at the Marion Adjustment Center — where he was being
held on several charges, including burglary — around 4:30 a.m.
Police said Edmonds then made his way to a gas station, where
he allegedly robbed and sexually assaulted a store employee at
knifepoint before stealing a van.
Police tried to intercept Edmonds in Campbellsville, but he
rammed a police cruiser before making his way into Larne County,
where he was eventually stopped after police used metal spikes to
deflate the van's tires. He was taken into custody without incident.
Edmonds was taken to the Marion County jail following his
arrest. He faces several charges from the escape, including fleeing
and evading police and reckless driving.
Officer Greg Young with the Lebanon Police Department said it
has not filed additional charges against Edmonds from the suspected robbery and assault pending the outcome of an investigation.

Vietnam veteran gets lost dog tags
back after 37 years
GLASGOW, Ky.(AP) — The words came out of the blue to
Freddie Ford. '1 found your dog tag," the caller on the other end of
the phone said.
Ford, who served in the Army in Vietnam in 1968 and 1969, lost
the tags 37 years ago at Camp Evans when he was hit by shrapnel.
After being issued a new pair, Ford didn't think about the lost tags
again, until the phone call came last month.
The caller was Bob McMahon,a Hancock. N.H.resident who has
thade four trips to Vietnam with his wife Ann, since 2001, buying
dog tags that once belonged to American soldiers. McMahon said
the sale price is usually about $1.
"We travel around Vietnam getting them," McMahon said. "Most
of them end up in Saigon, because that's where the tourists are. They
sell them as souvenirs. Doesn't that just kick you in the gut?"
McMahon, who also served in Vietnam in 1969 and 1970, estimates that they have returned 1,600 dog tags to former soldiers.

Make-up
swim lessons
are tonight
The Calloway County
chapter of the America Red
Cross will have make-up
swim lessons tonight and
Tuesday night. Session 3
participants who missed
lessons last week will make
them up at 7 and 8:15 p.m.
today and 7 p.m. Tuesday.
Anyone with questions
may call the Red Cross at
753-1421.

Owensboro reservist
to be honored
OWENSBORO, Ky. (API _
Sgt. Gene Johnson, a mechanic
in Charlie Company, 3rd
Battalion of the 399th Regiment
at Fort Knox, reported for
monthly duty until the retirement age of60 in April, showing
up despite pain from stage IV
colon cancer that spread to)is
stomach and liver and required
surgery and chemotherapy.
Johnson's efforts for 28 years
earned him the Meritorious
Service Medal, the highest non
combat honor in the Army. He is
scheduled to receive Wednesday
at his home near Philpot.

Kentucky college students
escape Middle East turmoil
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - A
pair of Kentucky college students were able to make it out of
war-torn Beirut after tighting
broke out between Israel and
Hezbollah.
Ryan Bumette, 22, of
Frankfort,
and
Sarah
Weatherbee, 22, of Lexington,
had both been studying Arabic
Language and Culture at the
Lebanese-American University
in Beirut with over 100 other
American college students when
hostilities between Israel and
Hezboflah escalated late last
week.
Ryan Burnette was airlifted
by a U.S. military helicopter to
Cyprus on Sunday while
Weatherbee was taken to Byblos
in northern Lebanon.
Bumette, who graduated
from Georgetown College in the
spring and is heading to the
University of Kentucky in the
fall, spoke briefly with his parents after landing in Cyprus,
telling them he was all right and
needed money.
"He's out of Lebanon, it's just
a miracle," said his mother,
Barbara Bumette, who identified her.son through a photo

taken after he and several other
people
arrived
on
the
Mediterranean island
Burnette said he fled his
apartment last Friday for an East
Beirut hotel and watched from a
balcony as explosions rocked
the city.
'We are seeing it all,"
Bumette wrote in an e-mail
while he was staying at Le
Royal, which also housed
United Nations representatives.
"It is several miles away but you
can still hear and see everything."
Bumette had been in contact
with his family almost daily
since fighting began. Barbara
Bumette was briefly hospitalized on Saturday night due to
exhaustion after worrying about
her son.
Now that he's safe, she said
she'll get some sleep, even
though it is unclear when
Bumette will be able to return
home. He told his younger
brother Sean Bumette, 17, that
he may have to travel to Greece
in order to get a flight back to
Kentucky.
Weatherbee, who is a junior
at Kentucky, said in an e-mail

Out of hann's way
About 350 people - most of them
Europeans were evacuated
Saturday and Sunday from Lebanon to Cyprus aboard Italian
military flights. The U.S. has said
Arnancans also would be evacuated from Lebanon to Cyprus.
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that she was fortunate to escape.
"We are extremely lucky as
American students in that we
have options and resources for
escaping this conflict," she
wrote.

•Victim ...

With incomplete evidence,
commanders fear rape trial outcome

AP
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BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — U.S. military officials fear that religious hurdles in exhuming the body of a teenager could complicate
the prosecution of American soldiers accused of raping and murdering the girl — and create a political nightmare for the U.S. mission
here.
Given the gravity of the allegations, U.S. officials believe that a
vigorous prosecution is essential and that punishment should be
severe if the six servicemen and one former soldier are convicted.
Anything short of that would be seen by Iraqis as a cover up and
could shatter remaining support for the U.S. presence here.
Five soldiers from the 101st Airborne Division are accused of
raping and murdering Abeer al-Janabi near the town of
Malunoudiya on March 12. A sixth soldier is accused of failing to
report the crime.
The soldiers allegedly saw the victim at a checkpoint in the town
and plotted the attack for a week, according to federal court documents. Three of her family members were killed in the assault.
But the victim's male relatives have refused to allow her body to
be exhumed because of objections from a Muslim cleric. Islamic
law frowns on exhumations as desecration of the dead.

Former extension agent gets
$46,000 in settlement with UK
LIBERTY, Ky.(AP) - A former county extention agent received
$46,000 and agreed to resign as part of a settlement in a lawsuit with
the University of Kentucky.
Jan Atwood received the funds and left her job as 4-H agent in
Casey County and agreed to dismiss the lawsuit against the university. She sued the school at the Casey County Extension District
Board in 2005, claiming she was punished for reporting violations
of the state's Open Meetings and Open Records laws.
The board, which continues to be a defendant in the suit, did not
fund Atwood's position for 2005.
The two parties settled in June, but the university released the
records Friday after The (Danville) Advocate-Messenger filed and
Open Records request for the documents.
Atwood claimed that the extension service board did not notify
people of public meetings and failed to give 24-hours notice before
calling meetings. Atwood also claimed the board did not report a
savings account in the budget.
As part of the settlement, Atwood agreed to voluntarily resign
and not reapply for any job with the University of Kentucky.
The settlement also required Atwood not to discuss the settlement
publicly.
•

NKU rechristens
pond 'Loch Norse'
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky.
(AP)- The water at the center of
Northern Kentucky University's
campus will now have a familiar
sounding name.
Students, alumni, faculty and
staff have voted to rechristen
"Lake Inferior" as 'Loch
Norse."
The name change came after
a privately funded $2.4 million
renovation at the school, which
includes a bridge across the
large pond, with a waterfall that
splashes beneath the bridge. The
area around the pond will
include an amphitheater with a
stage and terraced seating.
"Loch Norse" won the competition with 628 votes, with
"Lake Legacy" picking up 234
votes. The name plays off the
famed Loch Ness Monster.

•

•

(

From Front
the motion states.
Legal experts say Fletcher's
lawyers are merely grasping at
straws. Marc Murphy, a former
Jefferson County commonwealth's attorney, said just
because criminal proceedings
were not followed in similar
cases before doesn't mean they
shouldn't be pursued now.
"If we acknowledge that
crimes were committed, does
the law require us to do nothing
because nothing had been done
in the past?" Murphy said.
"Does Kentucky remain a backwater of cronyism because it
always has been, or do we finally recognize the damage that
these acts cause and stop them
here and now'?"
Fletcher's attorneys noted a
1966 Kentucky Supreme Court
decision in their motion to bar
prosecution against the governor. In that case, the court threw
out Sunday "blue law" charges
against a new department store
called Heck's in Ashland.
Heck's showed that no other
merchants had been charged
with breaking that law in 25
years.
"Heck's arrival in Ashland is
the equivalent of Fletcher arriving in Frankfort," his motion
states. 'The same type of powers-that-be whose status quo
were threatened" in Ashland
"came to the fore in Frankfort."
Legal experts say the brief
provides a fascinating history of
patronage in Kentucky. But
Indiana University law professor Craig Bradley and veteran
Frankfort lawyer Guthrie True
say the selective-prosecution
argument likely will fail. For
one thing, they said, Fletcher
undercut it by pardoning the
others charged with similar
crimes; if not for that, the prose•

•

cution of Fletcher wouldn't Couldn't prosecute X-rated
seem so selective. Experts, video stores because his predeUniversity
of cessor left them alone."
including
Wicker and Bradley also said
Kentucky law professor William
Fortune an4---former federal prosecutors are allowed to
prosecutor Kent Wicker, also decide whom to prosecute, as
said the Ashland case is differ- long as their decision isn't based
ent because the same prosecutor on a defendant's race, sex or
kept charging Heck's hut let other protected characteristic.
other merchants go unpunished.
"I am not sure Republicans
"Stumbo can't be blamed for are a protected class," Wicker
what former AGs didn't do," said.
Fletcher's lawyers also conFortune said. 'That would be
akin to saying a prosecutor tend that the statue of limita-

tions for prosecuting misdemeanors has expired. According
to the motion, only the firing of
Transportation Cabinet Deputy
Inspector General Mike Duncan
on May 13,2005,came within a
year of the indictment, which
was issued on May 11, 2006.
And because Duncan was still a
probationary hire at the time, his
firing was not illegal.
The motion is scheduled to
be ruled on during an Aug. 11
hearing.

OPEN
INTERVIEWS
If you are looking for a career
that will be rewarding with
exciting growth potential then
make plans to attend Pepsi
MidAmerica Open Interviews!

SATURDAY, JULY 22
Murray Chamber of
Commerce
HWY 641 N.
in front of Wal-Mart
8 am to 1 pm

•

Due to growth and expansion
we're searching for qualified
candidates

-South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church

At Pepsi MidAmenca we offer competitive wages.
401K, Defined Pension Plan. Health Insurance. Paid
Vacation, and opportunity for advancement
Pepsi MidAmerica is an equal opportunity employer

H.,KY 41044

Vacation Bible School
Fiesta will last July 24-July 28
from 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

Pepsi MidAmerica

For f110(11 information and to register call the church (please•
leave a message) at 492-8357 with your name and phone
number If you or your children plan on attending.
You can also register on the church websito at
http://www.southploasantgroye.org.

Phillip Powoll - Recruitor
Banton Depot, 1531 US-HWY 641 N.,
Benton, Ky 42025
270/527-5088 Fax: 270/527-5453
kylithrmgrgpopsimidamerica.com
"People Want Pepsi, Pepsi Wants You"
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The church bus will run to provide transportation.
•
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Another misstep
in Frankfort
FRANKFORT - At least Gov. Ernie Fletcher got it half right recently when aides confirmed he is considering a constitutional amendment reducing .the number of elected consti,
tutional offices by two.
Unfortunately, the one he got right was
virtually drowned out by the guffaws from
Paducah to Pikeville over the one Fletcher
got wrong.
The two offices under consideration for
an amendment are attorney general and
treasurer.
' ey would be appointed by the governI s opposed to being elected in guberna orial election years.
Democrats now hold the two positions,
Agree Or and 'Attorney General Greg Stumbo, of
Not
course, is the source of all of Fletcher's
By Todd Duvall legal and political woes. With such an
Syndicated
obvious partisan basis for the amendment,
Columnist
it isn't clear why Fletcher didn't throw in
State Auditor Crit Luallen, the third Democrat and a possible Fletcher opponent next
y ear, for good measure.
It is being charitable to ascribe naivete to anyone who
would believe the Democratic-controlled House of Representatives would approve with a three-fifths majority an amendment making the attorney general appointive. And even if
The House approved the amendment, there is no guarantee it
would get three-fifths of the necessary votes in the Republican Senate.
As to the support among voters, history indicates they
‘i. mild take knee-jerk opposition to elimination of any elecus e siatev.ide office.
And that's untonunate, because very good arguments can
he niavle for making three of those offices appointive rather
than eleL Hs e
treasurer, secretary of state and agriculture
,iiiiiiiiissioner.
1 he treasurer is purely an administrative position. The
4illit.e issues state checks and Monitors state investments and
.011k* pi( Tiams. The time when the often re-elected Treasurer
Honest- Dick Tate could single-handedly abscond with virtually the entire state bank account and disappear forever into
iiisiory :ind myth is long passed.
Its a harmless position that just as easily and probably
more cheaply .could he folded into the Finance Cabinet,
v, here the real power over state funds is wielded.
Die secretary of state is the official keeper of state documents and records relating to corporations. Perhaps the major
responsibility lies in overseeing elections, and if there is a
i casi in to continue electing secretaries of state, that responsibility is it
Llev tiiii a commissioner of agriculture perhaps made sense
a centin ago w hen fanning was virtually Kentucky's only
eiiiiiiii, 1,,i„. I iida it is not. We don't elect commerce or
hum sill sccietaiies l'he are appointed by and responsible to
the gov ernoi I tie same should he true for agriculture.
I el ilie y cal s. ‘.ii ious commissions that studied updating
Kellillt.k, 's Nth century constitution included a reduction in
v ,institutional ,,f ticels among their recommendations. Attorney
genet al and inkblot if public accounts were not on the elimination list.
I hat's hecall,C Itle III.I :III important role in government
and the %mei. should he the ones to decide who carries the
i espousal)! I ity ot being the state's top legal official and the
audit"; int how public money is spent according to the law.
lhe ,,fil)T twit. Kentucky voters agreed to eliminate an
de,tett statew «le constitutional official was supenntendent of
pllhill. 111,1111010n. long a powerful and highly political position that many belie% e is the reason Kentucky schools languished so long
- I lie I `Pro Fah« ation Reform Act placed an appointed, proiessional edu. atm in c harge of the public schools, and the
supefinterident Isis left with nothing more than a salary, title
and on iv e but w ith no legal responsibilities.
At that point. the ‘“ters agreed the job should go.
V. oh at least three others in the running to he appointive
instead ot elev tiv e. Fletcher had an opportunity to make a
solid ,..ise tot an amendment He could even have added the
useless loh of Itctacitani governor in the list to he eliminated
and M.1111 CIIIIIel \ .!,,t,ti reason on his pan.
Instead he only v ante out looking petty and partisan and
not Y ei v good at sending up trial balloons
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Dangerous constitutional cocktails
Some things just shouldn't go
together.
In recent years, the General Assembly has been mixing up dangerous
cocktails comprised of egregious lawmaking coupled with
a blatant disregard
for Kentucky's constitution, all within
the commonwealth's
budget.
Kentucky's budget
bill is properly
labeled "an act relatGuest Yoke ing to appropriaByCaleb 0. tions." It's the spending plan for the state
Brown
Director,
and, unquestionably,
KentuckyVote. the most important
Org
legislation produced
by the General
Assembly. Carefully
spending the state's
income is, in fact, lawmakers' only
constitutional requirement.
However, when the General Assembly failed to pass a budget during the
2002 regular session, legislators
became desperate in their pursuit of
more spending and political cover. So
they decided that the budget should
not just include spending, but also fee
increases and special-interest tax credits. The budget passed in 2003 — a
year behind schedule — included several such revenue measures.
After dipping their toes in the
waters of shoddy budgeting without
incident, this unconstitutional process
has engulfed legislators each biennium.
This year's budget was overloaded
with revenue measures, including a
delayed cut in the corporate tax rate,
a freeze on an otherwise vanable
gasoline tax, a new tax on cigarette

rolling papers, a massive fee increase
for amusement park rides and new
fees attached to many vehicles, including trucks and tractors.
Each of these tax hikes and fee
increases was unpopular. The attempt
at delaying corporate tax reductions so
angered Kentucky's business owners
that ,Gov. Ernie Fletcher called lawmakers back to Frankfort in June for
a special session that restored the cuts.
Telling, isn't it, that when lawmakers were forced to consider an unpopular revenue matter apart from the
state's largest appropriation bill, the
outcome was exactly the opposite from
their earlier Vote taken when the issue
was included in the budget?
Section 47 of Kentucky's constitution prohibits intermingling appropriations and revenue matters in the same
bill. It states that revenue bills must
originate in the House and may not
include provisions unrelated to raising
revenue.
The mandate clearly separates revenue from every other bill subject,
including appropriation measures. The
last three Kentucky state budgets failed
this simple, clear directive.
Raising money for state government
activities should not be easy. Every
change to the tax code should be considered solely on its own merits. And
no amount of political gamesmanship
should be able to protect incumbent
lawmakers from votes that cut Kentuckians' take-home pay or complicate
how
b
business owners calculate tax
Politicians defy the commonwealth's
constitution by hiding revenue measures in the guts of other legislation
more likely to pass - especially the
state's spending plan, the one bill con-
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Kentucky's founders wisely anticipated that politicians would find it
easier to spend more if allowed to
tuck new revenue streams into the
final budget bill. By requiring separate
bills for legislators to gather up spending money, they provided a mechanism
that aims to limit revenues to just the
amount needed to provide for basic
services and fund the commonwealth's
pressing needs.

RIC

By insisting that all revenue measures originate in the House, the
founders reckoned that legislators,
forced to face reelection every two
years, would restrain their spending or
risk eviction at the hands of local voters with freshly rankled memories.
But while legislators deserve the
majority of the blame, Kentucky's
chief executive must also bear some
responsibility for failing to address
their unconstitutional behavior.
Gov. Fletcher, who should provide
the last line of defense against unconstitutional budgeting, seems utterly
unconcerned about whether the commonwealth's budgets pass constitutional
muster. This year, Fletcher signed into
law the largest spending plan —
stuffed with revenue-enhancing measures — in our state's history.
Fiscal problems aside, this year's
budget contained several provisions
that simply don't jibe with the only
document that all lawmakers swear to
uphold — the Kentucky Constitution. .
Caleb 0. Brown is director of KentuckyVotes.org, a voter information Web
site. Contact him at brown@bipps.org
or at (270) 782-2140.
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Eunice Hester Cunningham
Eunice Hester Cunningham, 96, Warrenton, Mo., formerly ot
Murray, died Saturday morning, July 15, 2006, at Warrenton Manor.
A retired carpenter with Union Pacific, he was a member of Oak
Grove Baptist Church.
: His wife, Lexie Lee Phillips Cunningham, preceded him in death.
Born Oct. 6, 1909, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Wilburn Cunningham and Anna Erwin Cunningham. Survivors
include one daughter, Mrs. Norma Jean Lane and husband, David,
Warrenton; two sisters, Mrs. None Geurin, Kingsport, Tenn., and
Mrs. Louise Geurin, Calvert City; one brother, Hubert Cunningham,
Mayfield; three grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. at the South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. Rev. Tim Palmer will
officiate.Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 1 to
3 p.m. Wednesday.

Mizell Parrott Sr.
Mizell Parrott Sr., 66, Mayfield, died Thursday, July 13, 2006, at
9:30 p.m. at his home.
He had been employed for 43 years at Strike Zone Bowling Alley
(formerly Red Bird Lanes), Mayfield. He was a member of New
Vision Ministries.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Anna Mae Parrott; one
stepson, Clyde Busby; and two sisters, Darnell Kelly and Suvera
Morris. He was the son of the late Buck Parrott and Johnnie Maude
Williams Parrott.
Survivors include special friend, Darla Thomas, and one daughter, Laura Parrott, both of Mayfield; five sons, Mizell Parrott Jr., and
wife, Theresa, Racine, Wis., Keith Parrott and wife, Cassandra,
Jacksonville, Fla., Kenny Parrott and Kevin Parrott, both of Norfolk,
Va., and Kenny McCampbell, Detroit, Mich.; goddaughter, Deeneen
Moss, Mayfield; godson, Malcom Thomas-Gustave, Venice, Calif.;
two sisters, Mrs. Louise Jones and husband, Jessie, and Mrs. Martha
Johnson and husband, Thurman, all of Mayfield; three brothers,
Clauzell Parrott and wife, Ernestine, Bobby Joe Parrott and wife,
Jacqueline, and Tommy Parrott, all of Mayfield; best friend, Tony
Piper, Mayfield; brother-in-law, Raymond Sims, Murray; 19 grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
; The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Elder Greg Hussey will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Mizell Parrott Jr., Keith Parrott, Kenny Parrott,
Kevin Parrott, Kenny McCampbell and Robert Daniel. Flower bearers will be Vanessa Walton, Lisa Dismuke, Rosie Adair, Sondra
Whittemore, Johnnie Saxton and Wanda Stubblefield. Burial will
follow in the Obion Church Cemetery. Visitation will be at the
funeral home from 8 to 10 a.m. Tuesday.

Richard Henning Jr.
Richard Hanning Jr., 47, Windjammer Loop, Hardin, died
Saturday, July 15, 2006, at 3:25 p.m. in Marshall County Hospital's
csnscn5ii...yMorn.

He was senior manager of technical operations for Mediacom's
central region. Survivors include one Kin, Richard Henning III,
Hardin; his father, Richard Harming Sr., Wyoming; his mother, Mrs.
Leita Engles and husband, Barron, Ft. Myers, Fla.; two brothers,
Carl Harming and William Harming, both of Miami, Fla. A memorial service will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in Kentucky Dam Village
Convention Center rooms A and B, Gilbertsville. Collier Funeral
Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements. No visitation is
scheduled.

James (Orville) Boyle
The funeral for James (Orville) Boyle was Saturday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Active pallbearers were Glenn Alexander, Gary
Wayne Boyle, David Earl Sanderson, Rankle
Sanderson, Larry Sanderson and Rayburn Dale
Sanderson. Honorary pallbearers were Herbert Lee
Sanderson, Willie Sanderson and great-grandchildren. Burial was in the Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, P.O.
7100, Paducah, Ky.,42002-7100.
Mr. Boyle, 81, Mayfield, died Thursday, July 13, 2006, at 7:30
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A Marine veteran of World War II, he was a retired employee of
Colonial Baker's in Paducah and a member of New Hope Baptist
Church. Preceding him in death were his parents, David Boyle and
Annie Champion Boyle, four sisters and two brothers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda Ruth Sanderson Boyle, to
whom he had been married for 60 years; one daughter, Mrs. Linda
Marie Chapman and husband, Mike, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs.
Clemis Newberry, Wilmington, RI.; one brother, Herbert Boyle and
wife, Delores, Murray; five grandchildren; 11 great-grandchildren;
two great-great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Sarah Maebelle Hanberry Collins
The funeral for Mrs. Sarah Maebelle Hanberry Collins was
Sunday at 4 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz.
Rev. Steven Spitzer officiated. Burial was in the Trigg Memory
Acres, Cadiz.
Mis. Collins, 80, Cadiz, died Thursday, July 13, 2006, at 4:45
p.m. at her home. A retired civil service employee of Fort Campbell,
she was a member of Cadiz United Methodist Church, National
Association of Retired Federal Employees and Widowed Persons
Group.
Her husband, Hubert G. Collins; two sisters, Mary Adeline Clark
and Estelle Shemwell; and one brother, Maxie M. Hanberry, all preceded her in death. Born March 5, 1926, in Trigg County, she was
;he daughter of the late Flavious J. Hanberry Sr. and Bessie Huel
Williams Hanberry. Survivors include one sister. Mrs. Olivia
Callahan, Bethlehem, Pa.; three brothers, F.J. Hanberry and Jack
Thomas Hanberry, both of Cadiz, and John Robert Hanberry,
Valpariso, Ind.; several nieces and nephews.
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U.S. faces few options as war
between Israel, Hezbollah rages
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
United States has few options
and limited leverage as old animosities in the Middle East
overtake hopes for peace and
democracy.
One problem is there aren't
many people the U.S. can talk
to.
The United States has no
diplomatic relations with the
aimed groups now fighting a
two-front battle with Israel, no
relations with one of their backers, Iran, and only limited dialogue with the other principal
backer, Syria.
Another problem is that the
people the United States can talk
to aren't able or willing to do as
much as President Bush would
like.
The U.S.-allied Palestinian
president is weak, the moderately pro-American Lebanese government threatened. Relatively
moderate Arab governments
have their own reasons to try to
stop the violence but do not
want to be seen as carrying
water for Israel or the United
States.
Even U.S. ally Israel, with a
new and militarily untested government, may resist U.S. pleas
for restraint in its escalating
fight with Hamas in the Gaza
Strip and Hezbollah in Lebanon.
The United States considers
Hamas and Hezbollah terrorist
groups.
Israel destroyed the home
and office of Hezbollah's leader
Friday and tightened its blockade of Lebanon, blasting its air
and road links to the outside
world to punish Hezbollah for
the capture of two Israeli soldiers. Lebanese guerrillas fired
at least 50 rockets throughout
the day, hitting more than a
dozen communities across
northern Israel. The death toll in
three days of cross-border fighting in Israel and Lebanon continued to rise. The violence sent
shock waves through a region
already traumatized by battles in
the Gaza Strip between Israel
and Hamas.
•
Renewed fighting in Israel,
Lebanon and the Gaza Strip
come as the Bush administration
was already busy elsewhere in
the Middle East - trying to
head off an'Iranian nuclear program that the West suspects is
aimed at producing a bomb and
minding the store amid unrelent=
ing sectarian killings in Iraq.
Bush and Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice worked the
phones Friday, talking to Israeli,
Palestinian and Lebanese leaders, among others, in hopes of
defusing violence that has
grown over three days.
The United States is backing
an urgent United Nations diplomatic mission to the region, but
ruled out a new U.S. special
envoy or shuttle diplomacy in
the model of past U.S. involve-

AP
Rescue workers help a seriously wounded man from a building which took a directly hit by a
rocket fired from Lebanon in the northern Israeli city of Haifa, this morning. Hezbollah guerrillas fired several volleys of rockets at the city of Haifa on Monday, destroying a three-story
building and wounding at least three people, Israeli medics said.
•
Most of those opportunities
ment in Mideast crises. Sen. possibility for an opening to Iran
Chuck Hegel, R-Neb.,suggested and progress toward an inde- did not live up to their promise,
despite Bush's pledge to support
Friday that the administration pendent Palestinian state.
A year ago, there were hope- and spread democracy even
should appoint Colin Powell or
James A. Baker III, both former ful signs that Israel and the when it made Arab allies nervsecretaries of state, as a promi- Palestinians could cooperate and ous.
Hamas and Hezbollah are
eventually restart peace talks.
nent envoy.
"The United States must Israel was pulling out of the throwbacks, trying to sabotage
show leadership and directly Gaza Strip, turning occupied ter- the flowering of democracy.
engage this crisis," Hagel said. ritory over to the Palestinians McCormack said.
"They're trying to fight
"The United States is the only after 38 years of Israeli control.
A popular revolt in Lebanon against that tide of democracy.
country with the ability to lead a
coalition to prevent the region had forced the exit of Syrian The United States and its friends
troops after three decades of and allies are going to stand on
from spiraling out of control."
Sen. Hillary Clinton, D-N.Y., effective occupation. Iraq 'was the side of freedom, they're
called the Lebanon fighting a preparing for its first permanent going to stand on the side of
failure of Bush administration elected government, and there democracy andxeater progress
were promising signs of politi- in that region,"I McCormack
Mideast policy.
"We've had five and a half cal openness in Egypt, Kuwait, said. "And, ultimately, those
forces will prevail."
years of a failed experiment in Morocco and other nations.
tough talk absent diplomacy and
engagement," Clinton told NPR.
"I think it's time to go back to
what works, and what has historically worked and what can
work again."
The administration is doing
714
enough, said State Department
spokesman Sean McCormack.
"You have the national security apparatus of the United
States working on this issue, as
well as a variety of other issues
with which we are confronted
around the world now,"
SOT,Trecictire
McCormack said.
"One of the things you don't
want to do in a situation like this
ISIC/T1t1
is you don't want to have various envoys' diplomatic efforts
Where Kids Discover God's Love
stepping on one another," he
said.
1 Corinthians 13
Bush's foreign policy will
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come of events in the Middle
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CCHS Class of 1976 plans
informal 30-year reunion

LadlesofMurrayCountryClub
Ladies ot the Murray Country Club held their regular golf
play last Wednesday at 9 a.m. at the club.
Amy McDowell, hostess, has released the winners as follows:
Championship flight - Sue Outland, first, Linda Burgess.
second;
First flight - tie for first for Freda Steely and Betty Stewart;
Second flight - Patsy Green. first, Inus Orr, second;
Third flight - Norma Frank, first, Sheila Lipsey, second;
Nine Holers - Helen Dunn.
The ladies will play golf on Wednesday with tee off time
at 9 a.m. The line-up will be as follows:
Tee IA - Sue Outland, Jennifer Crouse, Freda Steely, Barbara Gray;
Tee IB - Patsy Oakley, Patsy Chaney, Beth Belote;
Tee IC - Rainey Apperson, Erika Nagy, Ann Stanley;
Tee 4 - Susan Johnson, Brenda Rowland, Evelyn Jones,
Veneta Ward;
Tee 6 - Patsy Green, Ann Brown,. Sheila Lipsey, Inns Orr;
Tee 9 - Betty Stewart, Teresa Betts, Norma Frank.
Anyone not listed may be paired at the tee or contact Brendo Rowland. hostess, at 753-8013 for more information.

Jo's
Datebook

By Jo Burkeen Information
contact
Community
CCHSReunion2006@aol.com and please
Editor
specify the number attending so that adequate space will be reserved.
Photo provided

Dr. Sean Kelly, left, presents a $1,000 check to Tung
Dinh for Character Counts In Murray and Calloway
County.

CouplesofSullivan's

Ladlesof theOaks

Scoring results of the Senior Couples' 4-Ball Golf Scramble at Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course 8: Sports Center last week
hase been released.
the first place team consisted of Dave and Judy Skinner,
Filen Jones and Terry Doughrity. They had a score of 47.
Da%e had a chip-in on hole No. 13.
the second place team had a score of 50 and consisted of
Wes and hiscilla Ilolt, Gayle Weaver and Norm Jordan,.
two other gullets had chip-ins. They were Stanley Edwards
on hole No 14 and Bob Singleton on hole No. 17.

The Ladies Golf at Oaks Country Club played last Wednesday with a scramble format.
Members of first place team were JoAnne Auer, Laura Parker. Bronda Parker and Mary Alice Smith.
Second place team members were Cynthia Darnall, Kitty
Steele and Melva Hatcher with extra shot taken.
Mary Alice Smith and Laura Parker served as hostesses.
On Wednesday, the regularly scheduled golf will be played
at 9 a.m. .
Those wishing to play 18 holes will teerh. at 8 a.m.
All members are encouraged to play
it
Ladies evening golf will be held today (Mcknday) beginning
at 5:30 p.m. at the club .

KenlakeLadiesColf
Kenlake State Resort Park Ladies (jolt League play last Wednes1.1.1 starting at 8:10 a.m.
teams won on July 13.
Dom I I liii, Joanne • Honelanger and Sue Thetford won for
lowest puns
I he team 01 Ina limbo, Ann Tynes and Phyllis Emery
i.atne iii Nel.',/11(1.
11411111C VSCISII had a chip in.
((titer nlav cr. were Freda Elkins. Evelyn Blivins. Daisy Durham.
,I11(It.irs Neale Barton.
Madait

A Great Company
And A Great Agent
At The Same Place!
l)a% id ILIiney Allstate
I \II. LS I(J1),11''759-5151
1.4116

4-H dog camp: A barking
great time ahead
What could be better than
dogs. kids. and ekciting
instructors to teach them to

increase
skills with
their animals? On
August I.
rom 8:30
to 12:30
Wildwood
Farm of
George and
Karen
Collins or
the Expo

,
4600
11,

Ate loti lii (i0.4.1 Kind,'

ri

12th St.•Suite 6• Muna
da‘strameyVallstate.com
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Extension
Notes
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Allstate

Center it
inclement

By
Ginny Harper

weather.
Millennium
Mutts 4-11
1)og Camp
will he a
harking great tune lor all
participants. 1 midi will
learn to groom, to do agilit%.
and to encourage obedience.
Guest speakers will loin the
group. the CONI of the Millennium Mutts Dog Camp is

Calloway

County Agent
for 4-H/Youth
Development

ON1SICE
PIXAKS
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.
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Karen 'Collins, Leader of

Millennium Mutts and
Orgainicr of event, savv.Or
this Dog Camp will increase
the south -:s abili4 to work

the
r

with their dog and will
strengthen the bond between
the two I hope thit
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Our Registered
Bridal Couples: •

•

Lindsey Melton
Si Nathan Iticklin
lohnna Arnett
& Barn Reed

•

•

Amanda Itirk.ner
& Kvser laiugh
Missy Jenkins
& tosh smith

•

5,tirgan Rollins
& ran; King

•

Mary Shulti
Enunantn•1 Aghovi

•

What happens when an assonsgo
(rm.% to the
Paris?

•

AUG.
24 - 27 ..

OPENING NIGHT TICKETS $13!
II 110 It

•
•

•
•
•

•

Buy tickets at

www.disneyonice.com

•
•

Every
child
gets a free

Information coll:(270)809-5555
Groups of I 5 or more (270)809 4895
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Click
PC13 • 105- 3 20 - 7:15 • 9730

.1%‘,11sim
& 1 tarren rut, her
Nells.less
& 1r1,1% lito%

•

The Devil Wears Prada
I13- 1:40 - 4:00 - 7:20 - 9:40
•

,toms ipher
I'..,,is.'
& I andon Barr,
rt

ae Rose
.10 ,111 41

•
•

NO CHECKS

You, Me & Dupree
11;13 • 1:35 • 3:55 - 7:25 -9'.35

At

For

1008 Chestnut st

•
•
•

.10'1.1,11 'Rzgt,rFt,

•
•
•
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Cars
C- 1:10 - 3.35 - 7:00 - 9:15

•

citfts

ni•••••il• %guar* • 112II. 5.1
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•
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Little Man
PG13 • 1:20 • 3:30 - 7:10 - 9:20
Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Man's Chest
1C13 - 12 50 -150 i 6.55 - 9-55

. Mae Hint

tidcetmaster Ticket Centers,
the Regional Special Events Center Box Office,
or call (270) 753-6466
1-877-894-4474 Toll Free

Theatres

EVERYDAY

I cantle Snuth
& Adam Scott
Ion% a Nit hol,
1.4 lotiti(wimp

'is

•

im See Page 7A

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JULY 20
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M

lulie Bartlett
& 1,1% 11.1111T11.1i I., Ill

1,11 • WM itt`reni

have a. good number of
youth and dogs ready to
spend time together learning.
Active learning as well as
guest lecture will be a pan
of this fun filled morning.(
Youth are to bring snacks,
dog, collar, leash, tent,
sleeping hag, current health
papers of dog, plastic bags,
crate, parent or guardian if
possible. Youth are to bring
a gift worth less than 5.(X) .
for a prize for the Dog
Show on Saturday. There
will be snacks and drinks
provided to participants.
Youth are to wear comfortable clothes, hat, and sun
screen.
The deadline to sign up
is July '26. Forms are available at the Extension Office.
Call the Calloway County
Extension Office or Karen
Collins at 753-2294. Limited spaces are still available.
Upcoming events:
— Dusty Spurs are taking
orders for Balckberries 3.00
per pound will delivery 4 or
more pounds in Murray
Area. call 293-2349 to
reserve your delicious Wright
Farm Blackberries.
— 4-H Camp July 17 to
2(1. campers will leave on
Monday from the Expo Center at 830 and return at
4:30 on Thursday the 20th
to the same location.
— Barn Dance Friday July
21 from 7 to II $ 3 per
person or 5 per couple. 4H Parents free. Karaoke,
Food. Line Dancing, and
Dunkin' Booth. 1056 Old

.--

lanim% 1 hugu,,,
& Rich Wilson

REGIONAL
Special
EVENTS
cer,

The Calloway County High School Chui
of 1976 will hold an informal 30-year reunion
on Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Big Apple
Cafe in Murray.
A room has been reserved and those
attending will be responsible only for their
food and drink.
"We encourage classmates and family
members of out-of-town classmates to forward this information to them because no
inviUition.s have been sent," a class member said.
If you plan to attend or would like more

Alumni and Associates to meet
Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools will
meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Pagliars. Topics of discussion will
be the annual banquet and upcoming fall events. All members
are encouraged to attend. If you are not a member, but would
like to become one, call Laura Lee at 227-5923.

Al-Anon meeting each Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Singles will meet each Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.

Hospital retirees will meet Tuesday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. at The Big Apple. For
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Tiger Booster Club to meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. at Murray High School. All officers, sports representatives, parents and other interested individuals are encouraged
to attend.

MMS plans events for today
Murray Middle School will offer two fourth grade orientation sessions from 9 to 10 a.m. and 2 to 3 p.m. today for
students and parents in the library. After orientation students
and parents will visit their homeroom teachers in their new
classrooms. During the sessions, Lou Carter, principal, and
Chris Bowman, assistant principal, will be on hand to answer
questions. Fee day will also be today from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the gymnasium.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will have a special called meeting today at 3:45 p.m. in
the administration conference room of the school. The public
is invited.

CCMS Council will meet
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Calloway County Middle School Based Council will have a
special called meeting today at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.
The agenda will include personnel, budget,discussion, upcoming
trainings. Title 1 and policy reviews. The public is invited.
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MMS Council will meet
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Murray Middle School Based Council will meet today at 4
p.m. in the conference room. Meetings are open to the public.

Lodge meeting tonight

July
p.m.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple, Ky. Hwy.
121 North and Robertson Road ,North, Murray.

Due
State

Support Group will meet tonight
Death of a Parent Support Group will men tonight at 7
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one or
both parents due to death. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

cil P
Stahl
m

MHS Class of 1974 plans event
Murray High School Class of 1974 has planned an informal reunion for Friday, Sept. I. at 7 p.m. at the Big Apple,
Murray. Anyone who has ever been a part of the class of
1974 is invited to attend. For more information call Gingy
Flora Grider at 759-4750, Debbie McCord Dibble at 270-2271586 or Sheila McCuiston Ward at 270-293-8867.

WOW Family Picnic planned
Woodmen of the World Family Picnic will be July 22 from
II a.m. to 3 p.m. at WOW Camp, 93 Schwartz Rd., Murray.
Featured will be swimming, games, dessert bake-off with first,
second and third prizes and meal provided for the whole family Reservations should be made by Monday by calling Linda
Fain at 489-2577. Ann Spann at 753-3508 or Bonita Smith at
753-4377.

1

Gospel Meeting

OVI!

July 16 - 20

IOC

WOr

Antioch Church of Christ
Speakers

Mike Tanaro
SUNDAY MORNING SERVICES:
BIBLE STUDY
900
PREACHING
10:00
Meal after morning service

EACH EVENING SERVICE — 700p.m.

Superman Returns
PG13 - 12A0 - 3:40 - 6:45 • 9:45

Everyone is invited to attend the services.

Program Information Call 753-3314

For more information, call
(270)345-3151 or (270)328-8247
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Special to the Ledger
On July 19, 1906, Mrs. Winnie Crouch was born in Calloway County. This year she
will celebrate her 100th birthday at her home at Glendale
Place.
"Miss Winnie" lived most
of her life in Lynn Grove and
was well known in the community as a terrific and prolific gardener. She worked at
several locations in Lynn Grove,
as secretary at the high school,
at the Post Office and at the
milling company her husband
Gordon and his brother. Fleetwood Crouch, owned.
She married Gordon Crouch
in November 1924 and they
were married for 76 years until
his death in 2(XX). While they
did not have children of their
own, they became the beloved
aunt and uncle of several nieces
and nephews, and great-nieces
and nephews and their families. She had one brother, James
Sims who died in 1971 and
has one sister, Mrs. Reba Lee
who also resides at Glendale
Place.
"Miss Winnie" is known for
her kind heart, her gentle spirit and her sense of humor. She

Winnie Crouch
says its easier to smile than
to frown and usually she's seen
wearing a smile. She loves to
tell about her garden, which
she kept until her move "to
town" in 2000.
She was featured in a beautiful watercolor portrait wearing her famous sunbonnet and
garden boots, painted by her
long-time Lynn Grove neighbor, Margaret Crawford. Her
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From Page 6A
Lynn Grove Road from Murray take 94 W to Lynn
Grove aqd turn right onto
the first road after the sign
go 1 mile, Harlan farm on
the right. Dance sponsored
by the Calloway County 4-H
Dusty Spun Horse Club.
- UK Cooperative Extension Day Camp for Food,
Fun and Fitness will be July
25 from 9 to 4 at the Courthouse Pavilion. Deadline to
sign up for Day Camp is
July 21. The cost is five,
dollars. Youth will be swimming at the Park pool from
2 to 4 p.m.
- Ham Participants will
meet at the Cadiz to give
Speeches and Select Hams
on July 24 from 1 to 4.
- Trip to Space Center
and Alabama Ait M in
Huntsville, Alaairna on July
26 leaving Murray at 6 a.m.
and returning at 11 p.m.
Youth interested in trip bring
money for food. Limited
spaces available, call to sign
up by July 24.
- Poultry Practice 9 to 11
on July 28th at the Extension Office.
- Last Swimming Event
tor Summer in The Park
Participants, 1 to 3:30 p.m.
July 28th .
- Show of Champions
July 28th Expo Center 6:30
p.m. Public is invited. Free
- State Fair Information
Due July 28th. Items for
State Fair due August 9th.
- County Extension Council Picnic Jim and Judy
Stahler's Home July 31, 7
p.m.

The Calloway County.
Cooperative Extension Service is open Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. The phone number. is
753-1452 and the fax is
759-4243. The Calloway
County 4-H Council receives
funding from the MurrayCalloway County United
Way.
Educational programs of
the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all
people regardless of race,
color, age, sex, religion, dm
ability, or national origin.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky State University, U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
and Kentucky counties, coop.
erating.

Addison Nell Harpole
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Harpole of Metcalf Lane, Almo, are the
parents of a daughter, Addison Nell Harpole, born on Friday,
July 7, 2006, at 7:57 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 9 pounds 9 ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Kimberly Hopkins. Two sisters are Ashley Nicole and Amanda Noel Harpole.
Grandparents are Terry and Theresa Hopkins of Dexter, Allen
and Alice Harpole of Dublin and Nekida and Stanley Carter
of Fillmore, Ill.,

Accepti110' New Patients
kittinz
Ear, Nose & Throat
of Murray
Phillip Klepper, M.D.
- Hearing Aids - No Referrals Required Call for Appointment(270) 759-4811
urras, K 42071
South 8th Street Suite 304F

Semi-Annual
Shoe Clearance
Now In
Progress!

To place an
ad call
753-1916 —

•
•
•
•
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•
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ec-Ause Kids Mai-te fo

Shelia Crouse
330 CC. Lowry Wye
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

^WOODMEN

Over 9,500

v
f

Join Today
And Enjoy
July And August

rist
6412 North 12th St.. Murra

759-3400
urves is•Feet piece to lose weIght, get ht and have tun this
summer And now you'll only have to spend 30 nunutes (and
a lot less money to do Soul lust hate to In storm., go

The prnver In amaze yourself*

Hickory Woods
Hettrem•nt Center

All of our activities this week have
been indoors in the cool. We usually
like it hot but it's too hot for even ILL
We started our week off with David
& Benny Parr & Jackie Fulton —
-The Messengers". What an inspiration they wereto us. MSU hosted The
Charles Norvell Gospel Music School
this week. It was a week of free concerts by students and The Norvell
staff Murray is fortunate to have this
school ever) year. There were students from Texas. Michigan and all
over the United States.
We had our own makeovers this
week. The residents enjoyed facials
and hand care treatments by Ethel.
Some of the men even got into it.
Ilse Mennonite Harmony singers
performed for us this Friday night. We
love it when they come. They just
don't come often enough.
We've been enjoying fresh peaches,
cantaloupe, and watermelons this
summer, plus we are growing our own
tomatoes. I think they are more delicious knowing they came out of OW
own garden. We've done such a good
job. next year we'll have to plant a
few more
Ow sympathy goes out to Linda
Whitlow in the loss of her brother.
kW. Edwards
July is the month for birthdays. We
started the month off with Viva Ellis
and F,ugene Jones Aggie Lee Paschall
and Martha Earns last week. We hope
they have many many more.
...Nothing else looks or feels like
home bug we row close
IJItyback Rd.• Mann,Ky
Phone:127011'5941700 • 1-M4314014

•
•
•
•
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Bible
School
Vacation
•
•
• Sunday, July 16 • 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
• Monday-Wednesday, July 17-19
•
6:00-8:30 p.m.
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT MANDI AT 489-2277

•
•
Kirksey
•
•
•
• Baptist Church:

263 Backusburg Rd. • Kirksey
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••••••••••••
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HOPE HARBOR CHURCH

PRIZES! FUN! SLEEPOVER! FOOD! TRAI
1101 Paris Road - Vfavfield, KY

woodmen of the Worid/Otnaha Woodmen I $fe Insurance Sextet,.
Home Office Omaha, Velffaska

.-urvea.COrn

[7iti-14‘fjinnouncen2en/

Fine

Barry Newsome
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-4377
cell 270404-1175

locations
worldwide.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

ODYSSEY of the Mind: Members of both Murray Elementary and Murray Middle School's
Odyssey of the Mind academic competition team display their trophy and some pins traded
with students of at least 800 other teams that gathered for the World Finals in Ames, Iowa.
The MES team won second place in the state of Kentucky during competition earlier in
Danville. Pictured here, not in sequential order, are Lauren Edminster, Kevin Wann, Eric
Wann, Kayla Winstead, Casey Key, Laura Durr, Max Crofton, and Nic Alexander.
••••••••••••••••••

Shoes
For
Women

Don't let the high cost of health care ruin everything you
worked no hard to earn. Protect your family from the financial
burdens of long term care Learn how Long Term Care
Insurance from Woodmen can work for you

y 22 from
I., Murray.
with first,
thole famling Linda
a Smith at

nephew now owns the painting. While she would still like
to garden she says she "just
can't", and so she plays Bingo
instead.
A member of Salem Baptist Church for over 80 years,
she taught Sunday School and
also played the piano there.
She currently attends the Seekers Sunday School class held
at Glendale Place. Bright, chipper and still very independent,
"Miss Winnie" enjoys listening to music, visiting with her
friends, and telling her memories from her days in Lynn
Grove.
Family and friends will host
a birthday celebration for "Miss
Winnie" at Glendale Place on
Sunday, July 23, from 1 to 3
p.m.
Anyone wishing to send
cards, photos or personal memories may send them to Glendale Place, 905 Glendale Rd.,
Murray KY 42071."Miss Wmnie" has requested no gifts
other than good wishes.
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Zachary Mohon, 7, calls his mother just before taking part in the tractor pull competition in
Hopkinsville, Ky. In the midst of a sport dominated by grown men,Zach maintains his composure and handles his own in the world of competitive tractor pulling. Zach Is new to the sport,
having Just picked it up in the past year. In June, he finished in first place, his first pulling competition.

Boy among men
7-year-old competes with adults
in tractor pulling competitions
"He may not know his nurshandle'. Ills own in the world of
ery rhymes, but I bet there's not
competitive tractor pulling.
'lie's definitely hooked," too many kids who can work on
Clay said "He's excited about or drive a tractor," Clay said.
it. Lsery week, he looks forward "He's usually right beside me
out there working hard. He's
to competing."
Zach is new to the sport, hay- very safety conscious. He won't
ing just picked it up in the past get in his tractor or even a car
year. In June. he finished in first unless you put on your safety
place ! - his first pulling compe- belt." Clay Mohon's employees have welcomed Zach into
tition.
"It was real fun," Zach said, their ranks, much like his adult
"Once you get to pulling, you're competitors have marveled at
thinking. 'I wonder if I can watching such a young kid pull.
"They're nice to me," Zach
make it to the finish line or is
said of his competition.'They'll
my tractor going to make it.—
Zach competed in the Super tell me I've done a good job and
Farm 7,01X). pulling a distance to keep working hard."
Along with the area pulls that
of 202 feet with his 1952 Model
Zach has participated in, the
A John Deere.
Since then, he, took eighth sport filters out around the state
place at another pull. He COM- as well as the region. National
ivied in the Super Farm 6,5()0 competitions can take a participant across the country.
class
vk,.ttid
For Zach, there's no slowing
"1 lose it." he said days
141%l's
he %%ants before his fourth competition of down.
kit!
"We tell him all the time that
th• th.thme else hut mes, the season at the Western
hentikky State Fair. "I kind of it's OK if you don't win," Clay
th it,- is !I, 1 Its‘,11,1
tt1.1
etow it tut w ith them get a little nersous before I go said."We just want him to have
fun right now. That's what it's
aridIi.. alwas, is-en mound out there
all about."
tilL11 is rarely speechless.
!hemliii oh, he kllosss
And on cue, Zach's smile
liesquids to answer a question
and
I .
Si
'Iii lie!hies hase a
and knows what he wants to say, echoes his dad's words,"Yep."
(lay Ntohon. who owns his
own 'now mg company, Mohon
1,1 i1
naicki
/Ash Mowing lot. . uses his son's
i•Npetti.e on the toh
is

By GEORGE ROBINSON
Kentucky New Era
HOPKINSVILLF. Ky. (AP)
51ohon will flash
t.ott .1 smile
Its lie i pe ol smile that
make. sii think he's got a
se,tet
is a disarming smile. from a
' seat old kid. who would
tattle' do the unusual than the
ewe,led
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Tomato Spotted Wilt Virus
Over the last few weeks there has been a large
influx of clientele bringing in dying tomato
plants. The bulk of the samples sent in to the UK
Research and Education Center in Princeton,
have come back positive for "Tomato Spotted
Wilt Virus"(TSWV).
The symptoms of TSWV sire as follows: The
leaves in the upper portions of the plant begin to
yellow slightly and have necrotic (brown) areas
within the yellow regions. The leaves can also
show purplish lines on the, veins of the leaves in a
net-like pattern. The petioles and stems may also
begin to show dark brown, sunken streaks and
the fruit can show concentric rings that are usually dark green on green fruit and yellow on the
ripe red fruit.
TSWV is carried to the plants by thrips, very
small insects that are almost invisible to the
naked eye. The virus may survive over winter in
several weeds and plants including lilies, dahlias,
chickweed and bindweed. The spread of the virus
is normally not seen from plant to plant, however

Ky. exceeds expected tobacco acreage
leayes tobacco stocks virtually
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)
Kentucky fanners planted depleted, making tobacco com73,000 acres of tobacco this panies dependent on the U.S.
year, a 3,000 acre increase over tobacco crop, Snell said.
Tobacco giant Phillip Morris
2005 — a reversal of what agriculture experts were expecting. offered farmers an incentive
Agricultural analysts predict- program which paid farmers
ed a 17 percent decrease for premiums to sign deals with the
2006 in Kentucky tobacco when company early in the season and
compared to 2005 because the offered additional incentives for
federal tobacco quota buyout fanners who delivered 100 perprogram ended price supports in cent of their contract pounds and
2005. That prompted about half expanded their tobacco acres.
'Certainly Philip . Morris'
the state's farmers to drop tobacincentive was a benefit to those
co production.
"If you asked fanners in who expanded," Snell said.
January and February, there was 'We're never going to go back to
certainly a negative attitude the levels of 1997-98 ... but I do
when the price schedules came see the potential for expansion.
Kelly Tiller, assistant profesout." said Will Snell, a tobacco
policy specialist with the sor at the Agricultural Policy
Analysis Center at the
University of Kentucky.
The U.S. exported more University of Tennessee, said
tobacco in 2005 than was grown farmers in Tennessee also
during the year, with the differ- increased acreage from an
ence made up horn tobacco expected 13,000 acres to 14,000
company inventories and stocks Wits.
That was still a drop in
from tobacco cooperatives. That
acreage from 2004, when farmThomas
ers planted 17,000 acres in
Tennessee, Tiller said.
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Jackie Thomas represented
Calloway County at the recent
Agriculture Students Striving
for an Effective Tomorrows
Conference held at Western
Kentucky University last
month.
Thomas was selected by a
committee that included students and professors representing the WKU Agriculture
Department for her accomplishments and leadership in
the agriculture field. The conference was held for those
interested in pursuing a career
in agriculture.
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INCREDIBLE VISION
We have designed a gas pennable bifocal contact lens that really
works. You cannot get this quality of vision from any other source'
such as Lasik Surgery, monocular fit, soft bifocal contact lens or
glasses.

Dr. H.C. Denham
Optometrist

call us today

tea

Commission Rate
When Selling Your Home!

UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS
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Phillip Morris' offer may
have come too late to aid tobacco farmers in Tennessee, where
the crop is planted earlier in the
season. Tiller said. Fanners
looking to expand likely could.: ,
n't find tobacco plants, Tiller;
said.
plant earlier in
"We
Tennessee than in Kentucky, so
(growers)didn't have much time
to respond," Tiller said.
Snell said the lack of plants
prevented some
probably
expansion of tobacco acres in
Kentucky as well.
"Statewide, we probably
would have seen a better
increase if plants were avail..
able," Snell said.
Other states are picking up
production that Tennessee farmers have let drop. Tiller said.
"It appears Tennessee has
lost some market share tt.
Kentucky and other states that
are ramping up production,"
Tiller said. " ... Some of the
additional acres (in other states)
were at the expense of
Tennessee."

If you are now using single vision gas permable contact lens and
glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge
to come in and try these lens

by =doting vkat they do mine!

tf FIrcynds"

212 East Main St • 753-1586

represents
Calloway at WKU

Protect your kids

cs* $39.95 21111S1

the thrips come into the garden
already containing the virus
and spread the disease as they
feed.
Plants infected with TSWV
will probably not yield any
eatable or saleable fruit.
Sprays for controlling TSWV
have been ineffective.
Removal and destruction of
Agriculture
the infected plant is likely to
Notes
be the best practice for control.
By
If you think that you might
have TSWV in your garden, or Todd Powell,
Calloway County
if you have any other probExtension Agent
conto
free
feel
please
ferns,
for Agriculture/
tact the Calloway County
Natural
Extension Office.
Resources
As always, when you think
you have a problem it is better to bring a sample
in for a diagnosis before any action is taken to .
ensure that the proper action is taken.
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270-753-4576
312 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071

Shelter from the storm.
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Max's 641 Citgo
Welcomes Randy Back
To Their Staff.
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Randy is back and ready to serve
you for all your auto repair need.c
Stop by and save on your next
Oil Change or repairs

WE SPECIALIZE IN:
• Brakes • A/C Repair • Starters
• Alternators • Water Pumps

. Th

Before the winds blow and the boughs
break, remember why it's important to
Seek Shelter Today. Call us today for a
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free insurance review.

24 Hour Wrecker Service
jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

Serving Moovey-Calloway Countyfor over 40 years.
Service is our business

MAX'S 641 CITGO
516 S. 12TH ST • MURRAY • 270-753-9131
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"...All of a sudden
they're telling me,'Save
gas! Save gas! Save
gas!' I wasn't sure what
to think."
Kyle Busch

MONDAY

JULY 17,2006

CARDINALS 11, DODGERS 3

Busch
fueled by
smart moves
KYLE BUSCH WINS RACE
DESPITE BEING LOW ON GAS
LOUDON, N.H. (AP) — Kyle Busch believes his
team is finally headed in the right direction.
Just as important, his team owner agrees.
A year ago, it took the then-rookie driver, firstyear crew chief Alan Gustafson and the rest of the
No. 5 Hendrick Motorsports team 25 races to get their
first NASCAR Nextel Cup win.
The first victory of 2006 came in race No. 19,
with Busch and company outdriving and outthinking
the rest of the field on Sunday at New Hampshire
International Speedway.
"Last year, we had a 20-year-old driver and a 24or 25-year-old crew chief in their first year together,"
said Rick Hendrick. "Really, it's pretty incredible what
they've already accomplished."
Busch and Gustafson made some good decisions
Sunday, leading 107 of the 308 laps that it took to
complete the Lenox Industrial Tools 300, scheduled
for 300 laps.
"We're just trying to bide our time, making our
own race and trying to get it to the end in one piece,"
Busch said. "Two•weeks ago, we finished second (in
Daytona) and last week we finished third (at Chicago). We're just running our race out there and letting
everybody else make their mistakes."
A year ago, Busch wound up with two victories,
but the driver who is now 21 years old wound up a
disappointing 20th in the season points and had as
many bad results as good ones.
"Last year, we made the mistake of worrying too
much about what other teams were doing," Busch
said. "We kind of lost touch with what we were needing to do. Now we don't worry about anybody else
during the race. We just worry about our own race

AP
The Cardinals' Chris Duncan smacks a double in the first inning against the Los Angeles Dodgers on Sunday at
Busch Stadium. Duncan was 3-for-4 with three runs scored as St. Louis completed a three-game sweep of L.A. 113.

How Sweep It Is
DUNCAN HAS SECOND STRAIGHT THREE-HIT GAME TO SECURE SWEEP OF DODGERS
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AP
In this photo released last week by the University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine, Jamie Miller, an ICU nurse, cuddles Barbaro at the New Bolton Center in Kennett Square,
Pa.

Barbaro's vital
signs 'all good'
VET SAYS HORSE'S
CONDITION STILL STABLE
: KENNETT SQUARE, Pa. (AP) — Barbaro's vital
signs, appetite and heart rate remained normal Monday, though there was no indication the Kentucky
Derby winner's condition has improved since a grim
prognosis by his veterinarian last week.
The colt, who had 80 percent of his left rear hoof
Wall removed last week, still faces the same tough
odds to survive a severe case of laminitis and a reconstructed right hind leg.
For the fourth straight day, Dr. Dean Richardson
said Barbaro's condition remained stable.
"He had a restful night last night." Richardson said
Monday on "Good Morning America." "That's really
hbw we're assessing him each night as whether or
nbt he gets up and down and sleeps well and then
When he gets up that he eats normally. His vital signs
are all good. He had a very good night last night.
His heart rate is absolutely normal. He's eating well.
If you were to see him, you'd think he's a fairly
comfortable, happy horse. But his pain is being intensively managed."
Richardson. who has treated Barbaro since the colt
battered his right hind leg a few yards after the start
f the Preakness Stakes on May 20, said the best
scenario is still "many months of very extensive
al care and rehabilitation."
Assistant trainer Peter Brette emerged after a Suny morning visit to the intensive care unit and said
colt "is in a good frame of mind."

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Hitting in front of
Albert Pujols has been the perfect spot in
the batting order for Chris Duncan.
The rookie had his second straight threehit game, and scored all three times on
hits by Pujols, as the St. Louis Cardinals
beat up on All-Star starter Brad Penny in
an 11-3 victory over the Los Angeles
Dodgers on Sunday.
"I pretty much know they're not going
to walk me, so I just try to be aggressive, and when they fall behind I usually get a pitch to hit," Duncan said. 'To
be able to get some hits and have Albert
drive me in is a lot of fun."
Pujols was 4-for-5 with three RBIs.
Anthony Reyes worked five solid innings
and Yadier Molina had three hits and three
RBIs for the Cardinals, who swept a fourgame series from the Dodgers for the first
time since winning a pair of doubleheaders on July 7-8, 1987.

St. Louis has won seven in a row, the Angeles.
team's best streak since a nine-game run
"It wasn't Pujols that beat me, it was
in 2004. This, after a 9-16 June.
Duncan and that Molina kid," Penny said.
"We really had to grind through and "Guys I needed to get out, I didn't get
make sure we stayed together and not out."
point fingers and keep our energy up, and
Olmedo Saenz homered in the second
we did a good job of that," manager Tony for the Dodgers, who have lost five of
La Russa said. "But this is more fun."
six. They lead the NL with a .280 averPenny, who worked two innings for the age, but totaled six runs in the series. •
National League in Tuesday's All-Star Game Kenny Lofton had three hits and a steal.
and struck out the side in the first, gave
"The road trip to hell, in more ways
up six runs and 10 hits in five innings than one," manager Grady Little said. "We
against the Cardinals. Penny (10-3) was felt like with one swing of the bat in a
starting for the first time in 1 I days, although couple of the games we had a chance to
he got one out last Sunday in the final win, but that certainly was not the case
game before the break.
today."
Penny refused to use the layoff or the
Duncan and Pujols were a combined
93-degree heat as excuses.
6-for-6 in the first five innings, Duncan
"I felt fine," he said. "Base hits impact- scoring on Pujols' hits each time. Pujols
ed me."
had an RBI double in the first, a runPenny was looking forward to a rematch
against the Cardinals on Friday in IA)s
III See CARDS,28

NL ROUNDUP

Boom! Boom!
METS CLUB CUBS WITH TWO-GRANNY INNING
(Al) — The New York Mets
and St. Louis Cardinals used their
offenses to show why they are
the top two teams in the National League.
Cliff Floyd and Carlos Beltran hit grand slams. and David
Wright added a two-run shot in
the Mets'team-record 11-run sixth
inning in a 13-7 victory over
the Chicago Cubs on Sunday
night.
New York (55-37) sent 16 batters to the plate in the sixth and
benefited from two errors on second baseman Todd Walker that
led to eight unearned runs in the
inning.
In other NL games, it was:
Philadelphia 6, San Francisco 2;
Atlanta 10, San Diego 5; Cincinnati 6, Colorado 4; Milwaukee
10. Arizona 5; Florida 9, Hous-

ton 3; and Washington 8, Pittsburgh 4 in 11 innings.
At Wrigley Field, the Mets'
outburst marked the first time a
team had two grand slams in an
inning since April 23, 1999, when
St. Louis' Fernando Tatis hit two
in the third at Los Angeles.
Sean Marshall (5-8) allowed
seven runs, five earned, and seven
hits in 5 1-3 innings for the
Cubs, who led 5-0 after three
innings.
Reliever Pedro Feliciano (32) worked a scoreless fifth to
get the win.
"It was just amazing to keep
going like that. You never think
you're going to score 11 runs
in one inning," said Floyd, who
also hit a solo homer in the fifth.

AP
The Mets' Cliff Floyd follows through with a grand slam during the sixth inning of Sunday's game against the Chicago
Cubs at Wrigley Field. New York plated 11 runs in the frame
during a 13-7 victory.
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RED AND WHITE

(AP)-The New York Yankees put all shades of Sox on
notice this weekend: Don't
count out the Bronx Bombers.
While the Yankees were beating up the World Series chainpion Chicago White Sox at
home, they also closed ground
in the AL East as the Boston
Red Sox struggled with the
visiting Oakland Athletics.
New York finished off a
three-game sweep of the White
Sox with a 6-4 victory on Sunday. Coupled with the Red Sox's
8-1 loss - Boston's third in
four contests against the A's
- the Yankees moved within
a half-game of the division
leaders and three games of
Chicago for the wild card.
The Yankees have won seven
of eight since a 19-1 drubbing
in Cleveland on July 4, and
are a season-high 17 games
above .500.
"I think by far our three
best games," New York's Jason
Giambi said. "We've come
together great as a team. We're
doing little things. we're getting big hits when we need
them, our starting pitching is
really starting to come togeth-

been blessed."
SO has manager Joe Torre,
who has watched him work
magic - especially in the postseason - for a decade.
"For a guy who has pitched
as a closer for less than 10 years,
and to have been as consistent as he has been, to get
there as quickly as he did, it's
just remarkable," Torre said.
"I've been very fortunate."
In other AL games, it was
Kansas City 9, Detroit 6; Toronto 4, Seattle 3 in II innings;
Baltimore 4, Texas 0; Minnesota 5. Cleveland 2; and Los
Angeles 7, Tampa Bay 5.
Alex Rodriguez hit a tworun homer, and Derek icier
added a solo shot - his first
homer in 190 at-bats since May
16. Jaret Wright (6-5) worked
into the sixth inning and the
Yankees' bullpen did the rest
as New York swept the White
Sox for the first time since
May 2002.
Freddy Garcia (10-6) lasted
seven innings but couldn't overcome his shaky start when the
Yankees scored all their runs
in the first four frames.
A.J. Pierzynski homered for
Chicago, and Tadahito lguchi
And there was no need to matched a career high with
mention nearly automatic clos- four hits. Leadoff hitter Scott
er Mariano Rivera, who worked
Podsednik reached safely four
out of jams in the .eighth and
times, but once it got to Rivera.
ninth innings to become the the White Sox were out of
fourth player with 400 career luck.
saves.
"On the field and off the
"It's amazing, amazing to
field, Hall of Fame." Chicago
even think about it." Rivera
manager Ozzie Guillen said.
said alter recording his 21st save
"Young people should look up
Iii 2; fiances this season. "I've
to him."
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
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AP
Yankees' closer Mariano Rivera tips his hat to the crowd
after recording his 400th career save during New York's
6-4 win against the Chicago White Sox on Sunday at
Yankee Stadium

SPORTS SCOREBOARD

American League
Ali Times CDT
W
L Pct GB
Boston
54 36 600 New York
53 36 596 112
Toronto
51 40 580 3 1/2
Baltimore
43 51 457 13
Tampa Bay
39 53 424 16
Centrtl Division
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
62 30 674
Chicago
57 34 626 4 1/2
Minnesota
50 40 556 11
Cleveland
41 50 451 20 1/2
Kansas City
32 59 352 29 1'2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Oakland
48 44 522 -Texas
47 45 511
1
Los Angeles
46 45 505 1 1/2
Seattle
44 48 478
4
Sunday's Scores
Kansas City 9. Detroit 6
N Y Yankees 6. Chicago White Sox 4
Toronto 4. Seattle 3. 11 innings
Baltimore 4, Texas 0
Oakland 8. Boston 1
Minnesota 5. Cleveland 2
L A Angels 7 Tampa Bay 5
Today's Games
Seattle (Washburn 4-9) at N V Yankees
(Wang 9-4). 6-05 p m
Kansas City (Hudson 2-3) at Boston
(Wakefield 7-81. 605 p.m
Oakland (Windsor 0-0) at Baltimore
(Loewen 0-2). 6:05 p.m
Texas (Koronka 6-5) at Toronto (Lilly 88). 6:07 p.m
TarnOti Bay (Corcoran 4-0) at
Minnesota (Baker 2-5). 7 10 p m
Cleveland (Westbrook 7-4) at L A
Angels (Mosley 0-0), 9.05 p.m
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City (Duckworth 1-2) at Boston
(Lester 4-0), 6.05 p.m.
Seattle (Pineiro 6-8) at N V Yankees
(Poison 4-4), 6-05 p m.
iDaid-and (toaiza 3-5) al Balt
re (Ortiz
0-6). 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Ga
d 8-3) at
Detroit (Robertson 8-5), 05 p.m.
Texas (Padilla 9-5) at Toronto (Marcum
0-0). 6-07 p m
Tampa Bay (Kazmir l -6( at Minnesota
(Linen° 10-2), 7 10 m
Cleveland (Lee 9-6101 L A Angels
(Saunders 0-0). 9S pm

National League
East Division
W
L PM GB
New York
55 37 598 Atlanta
43 49 467 12
Pnitadelpisa
42 48 .467 12
Florida
40 50 044 14
Washington
39 54 419 16 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
St Louis
52 39.57t Cincinnati
19 44 527
4
Houston
45 48 4.84
8
Milwaukee
45 48 484
8
Chicago
35 56 385 17
Pittsburgh
32 61 .344 21
West Division
W L Pet GB
San Diego
48 43 527 Los Angeles
46 46 500 2 1/2
San Francisco
46 46 500 2 1/2
Arizona
45 46 495
3
Colorado
44 47 484
4
Sunday's Scores
Florida 9, Houston 3
Cincinnati 6, Colorado 4
Washington 8, Pittsburgh 4, 11 innings
St. Louis 11. L.A Dodgers 3
Atlanta 10, San Diego 5
Philadelphia 6, San Francisco 2
Milwaukee 10, Anions 5
NY Mats 13, Chicago Cubs 7
Today's Games
Colorado (BKim 5-5) at Pittsburgh
(Wells 0-4), 6:05 p m.
Washington (Armes 6-4) at Florida
(Nolasco 6-6). 605 p m.
Atlanta (H Ramirez 4-3) at St. Louis
(Weaver 3-10). 605 p.m.
LA Dodgers (Sale 6-2) at Arizona
(En Gonzalez 2-2), 840 p.m.
Philadelphia (Hamels 2-4) at San Diego
.(Williams 4-1), 905 p.m
Milwaukee (Jackson 1-2) at San
Francisco (Schmidt 6-5), 9 15 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
Colorado (Francis 6-8) at Pittsburgh
(Gorzelanny 0-1). 605 p m.
Washington (O'Connor 3-6) at Florida
(Willis 6-7). 6-05 pm
N.Y. Mets (Pettey 1-0) at Cincinnati
(Milton 6-4). 6 10 p m
Houston (Oswalt 6-6) at Chicago Cubs
(Marmol 2-3), 7 05 p.m.
Atlanta (Hudson 6-8) at St. Louis
(Marquis 11-6) 710 p.m
L A Dodgers )Billingsley 0-2) at Anzona
(Cruz 3-4). 840 p m
Philadelphia (Madson 8-6) at San
Diego (Hensley 5-7), 905 p m.
Milwaukee (Ohka.2-1) at San Francisco
(Wright 5-8). 9.15 p m

RI: CLASSIC

in the tinal round of the John
Deere Classic
The Australian birdied the
17th hole and saved par on
18 to build If J.P HaY'res and
quality tor the British Oiten
!staking his I Wth tour start.

I. under 68 to
under 20 and

Senden shot a

linish at 19

heat Hayes 1651 by a stroke
'It gives on a hot of con
fideiit c,' Senden said "It
allows iyoui io behest: bettet
out here and think it you can
do ii olive, hopefully you Call
di) It again. several tulles I
ain ex coed about the future
now with having a win behind
iie,utls litok ii au,ka
NMI tI1111
Seeking his (hod tour victory and seu.ond in the Deere
Classi.. Haves put hunselt ill

po.totto

tor all eagle and the
lead uin the 17th hole hut settled tor a birdie instead Ile

his

his tee shot ;15 yards

hit a s nog, within about
teei
eagle putt rolled

,oil

t. , the light

it the .up

Attei

the pin He knocked in the
short put to save par and
remain within a stroke.

Ito rigs got interesting when
Senden's second shot on 18
landed ItI the same bunker
Ile thought the ball would
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by Goff Digest. May 2005 issue
GREEN FEE RATES
$3600• Fri . Sat & Holidays - $4200

rot. 41,0o0Inp Mr a good deal crecti out our group rates 4membership IS
F • frequent golfers purchase a patron card tor lust.00 and roomy
a f5% discoure on green We and pro shop marcrende•

Tee Times Calf 6,
12-7271 or Toll Free 15156-710-Golf (44153V
entrer tOnneccoanrrtfrItih (-off,• Sonngvtlle TN (new KY I ake)

Foe

five years ago

Pro

Fri

Au'
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SportsBriefs
•The Tee It Up for Life golf tournament to benefit Relay For Life will
be held on Fnday. Aug. 25 at Murray Country Club Lunch will be served
at 11'30 a.m., with a shotgun start to follow at 12 30 p m Approximately
10-15 volunteers are needed to assist with registration and
to be at the
holes for the hole-in-one pnzes. Available volunteers should contact
Pam Whittemore at pam.whinemore0cancer org
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•Cards
From Page 1B
sconng single in the third that
put the Cardinals ahead tor good

at 3-2, and an RBI double in
the fifth.
Pujok has a six -game

RBI

streak.

driving in nine runs in
that span. The four-hit game was

SOFTBALL CHAMPS!: Arnett Family Dental defeated
Williams Landscaping last week to claim the YSA's
U8 softball championship Arnett Family Dental players and coaches pictured include (front row, from left)
Kaylee Lax. Savannah Grogan, Shelby Moss, Bethany
Armstrong. Maya Yandal. (middle row) Sarah McDowell, Jordan Rowland. Sarah Humphreys, Alex Arnett
Nicole McGee. Kelsey Douglas and (third row) coaches Jamey Armstrong., David McDowell and Kelly Douglas Not pictured is Adnanna Burkhart

Tennessee

SENIOR RATES
Mon • Tues. - Wed (Age 62.)- wag()
Twilight.Rate- 525.00 • Extra Notes -$15.00

[

Patrick Sheehan Ii was the
first time Senden led attei three
rounds since tooling the tow

her
ir si

Rated the #1 Public Golf Course

Re
Fu

GOLF TOURNEY WINNERS: The team of Ron Shearer, Tim Dossett, David Featherstore and Kenny Ames pose with their prizes after claiming first place in
Friday s inaugural Ty HollandiJohn Hina Coaches Classic Memorial Tournament,
held
at Murray Country Club The event was a fund-raising effort for the Murray
High
School football team

the attention most oh the
week centered on teen sensa-

Grass Greens & Bermuda Fairways
Must See To Believe - Must Play To Appreciate

ir the State )1

He shot 64 on SatUrdat. Ii
16 under and take a thrcc
stroke lead on Slocum and

go

Alex Cerka 1671 and Heath
Slocum Wit tied for third at
16 under

Beautiful Bent

201

the

the hole
I had to he positive. Knocking that last putt
in was tantastiv."

Extraorrenary by Nature
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he in the hunker was
a beautiful he.- he said. "An
uphill he, and all I had to
do was splash it out and it
was going to track down to

Michelle %kik. and
attempt to he,1IRIC
he
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stay on the green, hut wasn't
upset
Senden saw a good
angle. and his chip shot landed 5 inches front the hole for
an C.11, tap-in for par and the

>TitcrtriEsszatri.
Cnalencong by Design

stepped into

Ci•
La
23
thi
aci
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woman in 61 years to make
the cut on the PGA Tour. but
she was /t over and withdrew
because of heat exhaustion
after Mlle holes Friday. A dav
later. Senden
spotlight.

Es

th,
on

Ap
Gei

AUSSIE WINS JOHN DEERE FOR
1ST TOUR WIN, BRITISH BERTH
a tap-in, he was momentarily tied for the lead
But Senden went ahead
when he birdied the 17th. tapping in front under 2 feet
Hayes' second shot on 18
landed in a bunker to the right
of the green. hut his next one
rolled just over 4 feet past

Ax
bu

lbt
A

Senden breaks through
SILVIS, Ill. (AP)
John
Senden always believed he
had the talent to win on the
Pt;A Tour
lie proved it Sunday. making the shots he needed to make

r4

DON'T LOSE TOOK COOL! -1N
_WE REPAIR AIR CONDITIONERS!
Also Alternator & Starter Repairs. Brakes.
Tires & General Maintenance

HOLLAND TIRE
96 10st Mein Stmt• Murray • 753-5606
imarg0
3
.44NIN-/
N

his third of the season. He was
9-10(- 17 ID the series with a
pair of homers, including the
game-winner off (Maks Perez
in the 14th inning on Thursday.
lie added an infield hit
against Perez in the seventh,
making hint II -for-17 with five
homers against the Dodgers
relies er. Perez, who accused
the team of treating him like
"trash- on Thursday, gave up
five runs in two innings and
has a 7.19 ERA.
"We had plans if the game
stayed the way it was at 6-2.
that Odalis would pitch for us
the last two innings." Little
said "It gets him on the mound
a little bit more regularly, which
is what he wants."
Molina capped a three-run
fifth with a two-run double,
his second of the game, for a
6-2 cushion. Scott Spiezio.

Molina and Si Taguchi each
added an RBI against Perez in
the sevenlii. John Rodriguez's
pinch-hit. two-run homer an
inning later closed the scor-

AA
1513
Ur
22,

88
/WM=

ing

Reyes 12 li gave up two
runs and sex en hits, although
he piled up 92 pitches in five
innings. He's worked five
innings in each of his last four
starts and had been 0-3 in his
last five appearances.
"I just need to find a way
to start going deeper into ballgames," Reyes said. "I need
to stop using a lot of pitches
and try to work ahead in the
counts."

Undly Seitior
War Glacelama We

TV, radio
Today
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6p m
ESPN
Atlanta at Si Louis
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
a p.m.
ESPN2- World Cup championship
game reams TBA at Oklahoma City
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City of Hazel
July 2006 - June 2007 Racal Year Budget
ordinance adopting the City of Hazel, Kentucky annual
budget for the Fiscal Year July 1, 2006 through June 30, 2007.
Estimating revenues and resources and appropriating funds for
the operation of city government, Ordinance No. 23.003, an
ordinance dated July 3, 2006, to adopt a general budget for the
City of Hazel. On a motion by Nancy Mieure, second by Pat
Latimer, the City Commission voted to adopt Ordinance No.
23.003 relating to general budget for Fiscal Year July 1, 2006
through June 30, 2007, on the second reading July 4, 2006. In
accordance with State Law KIIS 91A.030. Motion carried on a
yes vote.
Whereas,an annual budget proposal and message has been prepared and delivered to the City Commission and whereas, the
City Commission has reviewed such budget proposal and now,
there, be it ordained by the City of Hazel.
SECTION I:
That the annual budget for the Fiscal year beginning July 1,
2006 and ending June 30, 2007, is hereby adopted as follows:
General
Resources Available
Fund
Road Aid
Fire
Fund Balance Carried
Forward
180,250.64 57,295.42 25,302.53
Property & 3angible Taxes
38,450.00
11,495.00
Franchise &
Thlecommunications Taxes 3,150.00
Auto Taxes
7,600.00
Intergovernmental Revenue 3,810.00 6,000.00
Interest
2,400.00
lbtal Available for
Appropriations
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235,660.64 63,295.42 36,797.53

Appropriations
General Government
Fire
Streets
Ibtal Appropriations

54,625.00
4,450.00
30,000.00
54,625.00 30,000.00

4,450.00

Estimated Fund Balance
End of Fiscal Year
181,035.64 33,295.42 32,347.53
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14.25 Column inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 AaLs Must Run Within I, Day Period
$3.35 • r column inch extra for Monde (Sho ping Guide)
\

Additio
$3.35 extra for

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less
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VISA

IKISRESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
INSURANCE
"
V/Morningstar )
k6mnP;;.165:7.:beat
ILimousne.
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
& Von.

Janice Wilkinson
Attest: City Clerk

Harold Pittmap
Mayor

LOST:
Please help Cole
find his puppy.
Disappeared at
Fairlane & Earl Ct.

010
LeIMI
Notes

Due to the following non-payment
of rent, a
PUBLIC
AUCTION
will be held on
Sat., July 22,
9A511
AAA Mini Storage
1504 Diuguld Dr.
Units #3, 17, 21.
22, 25, 31, 47, 51.
88,96, 107, 110,
125

COME see the Lilies
Is peak bloom at
Outside Inn Daylity
Nursery
565 Magness Rd.
Hardin. KY
Open 8-8 Mon. thru
Sat. 437-4015 Of
703-7059

DON'T forget your
Sandra D's house
dressing now sold In
pmts. 293-3816
LARRY Tucker Firms
taking orders for silver
queen corn. 409-2477
SOLAR Neils
(a thinner, more natural
looking acrylic)
Full Set $25
Fill $17
We still offer Regular
Acrylic
Full Set $20
Fill $12
Add $5 for French

upperCuts
1104 Story Ave
753-2887
Toes -Fn 9-5, Sat 8-12

VALENTINE Cruise
7 night 4 island
Hawaiian cruise. Call
Affordable Travel
731-644-9300 or
800-644-9363

n

and Famal

JUST give us a cell,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

A child needs you!
Become a foster par
tint, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

AccountingSoolduiepi
ng position. Full-time
position Benefit package includes Health
Ins,
Disability Income. Life
Ins, 401K, vacation &
personal hours. Work
includes accounts
receivables, word processing, Excel
Spreadsheets,
and General
Bookkeeping protects
In order to apply, position requires either
experience in accounting/Bookkeeping held
or education in

Accounting/Bookkeepi
ng. Send resume' to
Fran Ramsey, PO Box
487, Benton KY 42025
or e-mail to
franr0mtgnsurance c
om
LARGE company look
mg for business manager to ban our energetic team Accounting
degree required with
preferably two years
management experience Must be proficient in OuickBooks.
Excel, Microsoft Office
Expenence in Oracle
preferred Responsible
for all financial duties
for agency Training will
be provided to our sys
tern setup Please send
resume to Community
Alternatives. P.O. Box
KY
Benton.
628:
42025. EEO.

MARKETINGVCOMPU
TER Position. Fulltime position. Benefit
package includes
Health Ins. Disability
Income. Life Ins, 401K.
vacation & personal
REWARDING Career
hours
Opportunity
Computer Skills
Professional sales
required Excel and
position with excellent
Spreadsheet expenincome potential for a
ence necessary
seff-rnotivated, hardPosition requires
working team player
Marketing Degree or
Excellent fringe benemarketing experience
fits Complete training
Send resume to Gail
provided. Bring or mail
Lyles at PO Box 487.
resume to Fleming
Benton KY 42025 or eFumiture, 3060 Hwy
mail to 0110 mtginsur641 N.. Murray. KY
anoe.corn
42071

,a1r

allzinft191111..

Is seeking to update our applicant
pool of candidates for future
Production Supervisor positions.
Projected openings are on afternoon
shifts.

301 Main Si,
Murray, KY 121171
i4/0171110000

IMAMS KRM
1121036713757

All OnsUss Trimpiristiss • Airport Service Catifird Driven

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $952 on Part A; $124 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE KELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

Successful candidates for Production
Supervisor positionrwith our facility
must meet the following qualifications:
• Prefer BS Degree in Food Science,
Manufacturing, or related field, but
not necessary dependant upon a candidate's depth of supervisory experience in a manufacturing environment.
• 3-5 years direct supervisory experience in a manufacturing environment.
Candidates must have good written
and oral communication skills.
Interested applicants may send a
resume, -salary history, and salary
requirements to:

Morningstar Foods
100 East Che4tnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
Attention: Human Resources
Department
Morningstar Foods offers an excellent
benefits package with a competitive
salary.
Morningstar Foods is an Affirmative
Action/Equal Opportunity
Employer, M /F/D/ V.

SECTION II:
That this ordinance shall be of effect on July 1, 2006.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by,eir office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
Immediate full-time Medical
Technologist(ASCP)position available
on the afternoon shift. Position will work
all areas of the laboratory. Excellent
salary and benefit package with premium
shift differentials. Submit resumes to
JPMC's Human Resources Department
or fax to 270-251-4443.

e

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, KY 42066
EEO MA'N/D

Taking applications
for all positions. Day
& night. Apply in
person at Sonic,
217 S. 12th, Murray.
No phone calls.
060
Nog VANN
Fidalgo Bay Coffee
Shop located at 121h
and Payne is
looking for exceptional
people wanting to work
35-40
hours a week Please
send resume to
Manager. Fidalgo
Bay Coffee Shop P0.
Box 1402. Murray KY
42071
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following positions. CNA Full time - 2P-10P,
10P-6A. RN/LPN - Full
hme - 10P-6AAnyone
interested in becoming
part of our team may
apply in person at
Green Acres Health
Care, 402 W. Farthing
St., Mayfield, KY 42066
FT billing clerk for medical
office
Coding/billing experience required. Send
resume with references
to PO Box 1040-E.
Murray. KY 42071

LOCAL
established
business seeking full
time receptionist/customer service rep. Must
have excellent people,
computer and typing
skills
High 94%001
diploma required. Send
resume to. P.O. Box
1040-D. Murray, KY
42071,
TELEklARKET1NG
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work No selling
Immediate full time
positions Work
Monday-Thursday,
10:30-6:30, Friday

9:00-4:00. $7412 per
hour. Paid weekly. Call

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Commercial Waste
Disposal
irif
1-800-585-6033

All Types of Refuse Service

Icri" AuOm mso

Self Mernorialization,
a gift for those who
love you.
Set up Pre-Tharia Trust

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

II.

...........Appliance Repair

(..

Terry Isaacs/Karen I,aacs, Owners

Hazel, KY 42049

Jill Stephen!,
or Julie Brown at

226-9398
492-8191

Serving West KY & West TN For 22 Years

753-1916
and place your ad today!
140
Want to Buy

ADJUNCT POSITIONS. Murray State
University seeks qualified applicants
(Master's degree with
at least 18 graduate
credit hours in English)
able to teach one or
more sections per
semester of first-year
composition on an
adjunct basis.
Applications will be
considered for the
2006-07 academic
year, pending funding
and enrollment
Application deadline:
August 2, 2006. To
apply, send letter of
application, vita, and
graduate transcript,
with documentation of
teaching ability if available, to Jeff Osborne.
MSU Department of
English and
Philosophy. 7C Faculty
Hall, Murray, KY
42071-3341. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray State
University is an equal
education and employment opportunity
M/F/D, M employer.

BABYSITTER in my
home. Call for more
details (270)564-5781.
CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South
15th
Street.

Murray.
EXPERIENCED
welders. Summer help.
40+ hours per week.
Cal 270-415-9972 to

PROGRAMMER/SYST
EMS Manager
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards has an
immediate opening for
an IT
Manager/Programmer.
Candidate must have
extensive experience
in Visual Basic, ASP,
MS-Access,
HTMLJSML, and SQL.
Proficiency in
CogisofiTelescript,
DBA/Pervasive and
Assembler preferred.
The successful candidate will provide user
support, maintain
Microsoft/Novell
Network, and Vodavi
Telephone System.
Candidate will oversee
website development,
wnte applications and
database quenes to
support business and
engineering initiatives.
Good interpersonal .
skills are a must.
Excellent written and
verbal communication
skills required
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards offers
competitive benefits
and wages commensurate with expenence.
E-mail resume and
samples of programming/html experience
to
hrOscoreboard1.com

PT openings to clean
resort rental units.
Saturday
required.
2345

Call

hours
436-

TAKING applications.
Apply in person at
Restaurant.
Rudy's
104 S. 5th St. No
phone calls!

apply
OTR DRIVERS NEEDCOMPETITIVE
ED.

WAGES AND BENEFITS
PACKAGE.
HOME WEEKENDS,
MUST HAVE CLASS A
CDL WITH MINIMUM 3
YEARS OTR EXPERIENCE. CLEAN MVR.
(800)468-6087

(270)753-3799

PAINTERS

RECEPTIONIST

Will train right person
978-1265 or 978-1266

needed for busy dental
office Insurance Billing
and computer savy
Must be able to work
with the public. Mail
resume to P.O.-Box
1040-F, Murray, KY
42071

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

wanted.

SELLING small busi
ness plus inventory in
the house building market. Person can have a
good Income for a
small investment. Call
for more information
753-7930 or 293-1761

BUYING U.S. Sliver
coins. 753-1376

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

USED C-Pap
227-3623

machine.

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
SenOce/ weirs

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square.
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530
TANNING bed for sale.
Call 759-1361 or
293-7084 after 5PM.
Appkozas
FRIGIDAIRE refngera
tor. Side by side,
ice/water, 1-1/2 years
old, $500. 519-1511,
492-8175
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
1992 Yamaha Scooter.
Low miles and save big
on gas. 753-0916

BEAUTIFUL

1-1/2

carat, platinum wedding set Marquise cut
Paid $4,000, will take
52,000 OBO
270-293-8648

on

the square

753-1713
WASHER & dryer &100
each. Stove & fridge
$200 each. All 2 years
old. 731-571-8304

CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yel-

MAYTAG washer &
Maytag gas dryer.
Works perfect. $110 for

low, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

pair. 753-5094,
227-9174

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE OVA or

HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come
by
Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions.

Plasma, LCD, DIP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG.
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment cenTV
ters &
carts
Beasley TV 759-0901
OPEN 24/7
Rex's Worm Farm,
4600 Irvin Cribb Rd.,

Murray, KY 42071.
Ph. 270-436-2189.

759.3556
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month. manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-lpm ontyl
1-800-57B-8799

BUYING Junk cars
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235

Redworms, nightcrawlers, waxworms,
mealworms,
Mealworms, 1,000
$12 post paid Ship
mealworms only.
STRAW for sale. $2.25
bale. 489-2436 If no
answer. leave message

RarilsNap
7 piece beige sofa sec
ional for sale. $150
759-9451

LARGE

3-piece wood
TV Armoire, pine finish,
center unit & two
shelves.
Can
use
together or separate.
$550.00. 293-1100

LARGE lighted display
case, $250. Dining
room table with 4
'chairs, $75. Drop leaf
dining
table, $50
Corner cabinet, $50.
Life size old animated
Santa, $200 OBO. Call
492-8131, please leave
message.
LIVING room set, bedset, dinette set
753-8588

room

OAK double pedestal
table with 1 leaf, 4
chairs, $250. Hutch,
9200 or both for $400.
Twin captain's bed 8 •
mattress, $80. 25' GE
TV, $65. 767-0026

BOOTH space avail
able. Tooter's Antique
Mall. Call about special
rates. 492-6111

-wan
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4B • Monday,July 17, Mil

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1 505 Diugutd Drive • Murray, KY

42071

119 E. Man
(270) 753-6266
Ca:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 1.4-F

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.4
3
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
12r

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Locoing 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335
ri2E3R, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, w/d, $435
753-7559

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536

16X80
36R
2BA
remodeled Must see a
E-15 Coach Estates
767-0313

1BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts , starting at
$275. Coleman RE
759-4118

2004
Clayton
Celebration
16x76
Vinyl siding, shingle
3BR
roof,
2BA.
Extremely nice
270-489-2525

2BR IBA. Utility room
with washer, dryer.
Great room, kitchen,
dining area. All appliances. No pets. Lawn
care included.
753-2440

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

26R mobile home and
lot $13,500. 753-6012

2BR, central gas heat,
central air. $275 and
up, some with new carpet Coleman RE
759-4118

ARROWHEAD Home
Sales
For Sale
Used
1993 model
16x80 home, 38R,
2BA, setup & delivery
Ind $18,900
Used
model
2001
16x64 home, 38R.
2BA. setup & delivery
Ind $18,900
Call 731-642-7832 or
731-336-8597

2BR, some utilities
paid, $270/mo. No
pets. 767-9037
36R furnished. 2,200
sq.ft. All utilities paid 1
year lease $750 a
month plus security.
1606 Miller downstairs.
270-519-2699

4 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
& land only $35,999111
Call nowill
731-584-9429
SHARP 3BR,2BA Setup. elec.. AC & skirted,
payments as low as
5250111 w a c
731-584-9430
SUMMER
SIZZLER
SPECIAL
38H. 2BA
only $17 995'"
731-584-9109

1•4

natt.Arl
'navy

2803 Fast Wood SI.
Parts...." 38242
17311641-6900
1-877-754-6900
REI)
SAI.E...

:1•310.
5e% irral 21106 20117'
I it models
1,1014 /ACV'

21 3BR 14x70
Hardin 437 4465

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has 18.2BFI
apartments available. 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit. No pets. Call
753-2905
LARGE 28R All appliances, washer, dryer
1612-B Wiswell Rd
$495 month 759-5885.
293-7085
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
18R $29000
2BR $340 00
38R $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 1 BR 1 bath
C/H/A, wid hook-up, 1
1/2 blocks from MSU
$295 per month and
dep, ref required No
pets 759-3050 ABH
/53 3949 Daytime
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday.
Wednesday. F nday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
MD #1 8006486056

in

2BR country: large
yard. references
759-1837
313R. 527$ 00
753-6012
EXTRA nice 16x80
28R 2BA on private lot
close to town A school
All appliances furnished $425/mo plus
deposit 753-7930 or
293-1761

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
28R $375
Call Today!
753-8668

NICE
28R
mobile
home. No pets
753-9866

L

2.822 sq ft office o
retail 1306 N 12th
753 2905 or 293 1480

I A 2 bdr income
based apts No pets
leave a message
270 753 1970
I bedroom apartment
°ruin and nice Aft
appliances including
w d No pets
270 436 5496
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200 mo
753-4109
162BR near MSU
Aeolian( es furnished
Coleman RE,
753-9898
1 2 3 apes 753 1252
or 753 0606
I 2 & 38R apts avail
able Please call
753 8221

I

340
Houses For Runt

3bedriiom foreclosure
Boy for $5 025 For list
trig 800 749-8124 Ext
S021
313F4 1 Bath in town, no
pets appliances fur
rushed close to MSU
$400 mo
deposit
required 759 1519
38R, IBA. 306 S 15th
No pets $475/mo
759-4826
HOUSES for rent or
sale 3. 4. or 5 bedroom. Call
270 753-4109

AiSr Warehousing
Near MSU 520 50
753-7668

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Con

753-3853

3/0

Proc.
For Sets
COMMERCIAL build
ing. 2,688 sq ft. on
803 acre lot Great
location 2297 State
Route 94 East, 7535856. 293-7127 cell
Freshly painted
Prop. For Root
1,000 or 2,000 square
feet office or retail on
121 Bypass. 753-7724
or 753-3300
707 South 12th Street.
South Center 1,200
sq.ft., 710 sq.11
753-1252. 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq ft
C/G/H.
restrooms,
of
plenty
parking.
excellent location near
judicial building 404 N
4th St complex.
759-3772
METAL
building
88'x40' Insuatted gas
heat, (3) 10'x10' overhead doors. Can be
used for 2 shops.
Location 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray Call
270-436-2935

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
GOLDEN Retriever
puppies, 5-boys, 3girls, AKC papers.
ready 7/20/06
$25000 1270)49260171270)227-1879
SHIN TZU puppies.
AKC. male. female 1st
shots & wormed, hand
raised
5300-5450
270-251-0310
390
Utroolook A Supple,
1988 28f1 horse trade
with full living quarters
$750 1986 2211 4
horse trailer $450
1994 2-horse trailer
$850 435-4098 or
293-5381

I

EAR corn for livestock
feed or deer camps Be
ready Sept 'Oct Have
some in bin now
12701293 2487
GREAT kids horse
Experienced on trails
and in the arena Great
4H horse Beautiful 4
year old 14 1 hand
mare $1,000 firm
270-227-9020
TENNESSEE Walking
Horse 13 years mare
has been shown and
trail rides $1.500
293-6091

1AC
septic, water
well
°Sec
house
$10000 No otters
6mr S 731-232-8134
All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is sublect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amend
ed which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference limitation
Of discrimination based
on race, color religion
sex or national ongin,
or an intention to make
any such preference
irmitation, or discnrni.
nation This newspaper
will
not
knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis'

1811 1...M1%11s
1-1-3

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

House ofroaring. Cat
for free sellmans.
270-7614006

\1111:1
\\ 11Nr.

MOTOR SALES
4465 OM Survey they.•Saran ICY
437-4465 et, 227-53111

4

470
Mckircychis & ATVs
FOR sale: 2BR duplex
n Northwood. $89,000.
293-1446
Haley Professional
Appraising
"for what it's worth"
(270)759-4218
TRIPLEX and duplex
for sale in Cambridge I.
Great income. Serious
inquiries only. 7533966 leave message.
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
$125,000. See listing
#27720 at
www.allthelistings.com
270-753-4109,
270-227-1545

r

ill‘siProperly

KY Lake Barkley, 2.9
acres $129,900 220 ft
dockable
shoreline
west facing to lake Call
owner (270)350-6816

LOTS for sale in
Landon
Hills
Subdivision or will build
to suit 210-3781,
559-2032

REDUCED, 3 bed
room, 2 bath, 10 5
acres. 1 mile SW
school, heated shop,
horse barn, equipment
shed $199,999
753-9212, 753-3992

4 Acres. Beautiful
wooded building site off
of beg 783 293-0541

2 new homes (energy
efficient) 1.500 It liv
mg. 3 bedrooms 2
baths, paved streets &
concrete drives. 8 minutes from Murray No
city taxes Landon Hills
Subdivision 5115,000
w;garage. $105.000
210-3781 or 559-2032
BEAUTIFUL
4.200
sq ft new home built
on bluff over creek in
Kirksey $148.000 Call
Don 767-0958.
519-8570
BUY a home, sell a
home save money
fsbowestky corn
BY-OWNER
1610
Sunset. 3br.
1-ba.
Family Room. totally
remodeled & landscaped
Reduced
$94.000
(270)293-9569
Foreclosure/ 3 bed 2
bath. $10,000 For listings 800-749-8124 Ext
S020
NORTH of Murray in
Candlelite
Estates
46R
recently
3BA
remodeled.
walk-in
closets, new appliances. 3 car heated
attached garage. large
deck, pool, paved
driveway and attractive
landscaping 759-9848
SECLUDED country
charm home next to
Miller Goff Course, 1
1'2 story. 38R. 3-Bath
stone
fireplace
garage. all appliances.
2.406 sq ft $169.000
436-2466
470
NATY1
1979 Honda ATC 110
$350 Call
(270)474-9722 Or
227-7120
2002 Yamaha V-Star
Classic. 650 cc. 7.000
miles Vance A Nines
pipes. Corbin seat
handbags. windshield,
many chrome acces•
cones. $4,300
753-2751

2005 Kawasaki Vulcan
Classic 1500. Black,
fuel inj., water cooled,
shaft drive, windshield.
saddle bags, driver and
passenger back rests,
engine
guard.
Excellent
Condition,
only 3,5xx miles, still
looks new! $8,400. Call
after 4:00PM
270-978-1595

Willy*Wm
EDDIE Bauer Edition
2000 Ford Expedition
Fully loaded, white/tan
63,000, $11,900/0B0
519-1511, 492-8175
1996 Grand Cherokee
4x4. Has all options
Hunter green
with
108,000 miles. Very
nice, $5,595.
270-492-8211
1993 Chevy Suburban.
2 wheel drive, ChooChoo custom package,
leather interior, woodgrain, $3,000 ORO
435-4098 or 293-5381

BUY police impounds
Cars from $500. Fo
listing 800-749-8116
ext. N526
2004 Impala 4 door.
99,800 hwy miles, new
tires, great car. Will
consider
for
trade
camper of equal value
$6.900. 767-0028
2003 Chevy Impala
51,xxx. new tires, tinny;
windows, garage kept
AM/FM/CD/XM radio
transferrable ext war
ranty, many extras. Ca(
270-436-5272 or 270
293-6507 or 270-293
6508 Asking $12,000
'99 Town & Country
LXi, leather. loaded '00
S-10 Xcab extreme
70.000 miles '99 Pont
Montana extra nice '97
Olds Achieve, cold air.
$1,995 753-1522 or
293-3124
1995 Mitsubishi
Mirage Apex
107.000 miles Runs
tine $925 00 obo
753-3507 nights,
293-4076

1994 Chevy Silverado
ext cab. 2WD. 350
EFI. O/D trans LW.
E/L. cruise and cold
AC Truck is in very
good condition Call
435-4486 or 227-2404
lqb &Motors
1997 Express 16' Jon
Boat with 9 9 Johnson
motor. trolling motor,
battery. depth finder.
and trailer Ready to
fish $2.195
270-492-8211

LAM
LAWN SERVIL
Mowing Mull hung
Lands,aping
lion KuArAnteed
••••nint

ototen

75:1-1816
227-0611

(all

436-286 7 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
removal, trimming, etc
Also Tractor work,
tearing down buildings.
hauling, gutter cleaning
436-514 I A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
iunk & tree work

492-46e4 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs. all types 29
years experience Call
Carters

APPLIAN_CE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 mum ever:Karim
(270) 2204398
(270)492-8191

A

litti %%MI II III Ns
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A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
437-3044.

\i

*ems

2 Beet for sale, $1 10
per lb on the hoot
435-4645 293-6482

2f313 stoVe refngerator w d hookup central
HA $550 mo 1 mo
deposit 12 mo lease
No pets
753-2259
6278174

I_-

1BR & 3813 apartments
next to MSU at Bradley
Book Company
ccii 4696

A to B Movong
and long
dis
moves. Cal Brian at
270-706-4156

Ci&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

(hie and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Hear and Au
A..eptingApplications

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre, $10.500
753-6012

‘
L/A1,471ne Ainei
paintime

Rona

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

borIs
or

Murray Ledger dr Tines

Interior & Exterior Painting
.%• Pressure Washing

FREE ESTIMATESO,

A

h

Calloway
Trash Service
•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
$15/M0

761-3740 213-4045

DIVrS.
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(1\\I I 1111\
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DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services
Specialize
'We
in
Cleaning'
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing
•Mobile Homes
•Brick
•All External Cleaning
-Acid Cleaning
Available
-We Use Hot Water
-Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
1270)527-7176

°NJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for.
293-5438
DOZER & back-noe
work Large & small
lobs new septic systerns installed)
210-3781. 559-2032
ELECTRICIAN
New Const /Remodel,
or trouble Lc and ins
vo. 30 yrs asp Call
753-7091
1 I III t II %\l'S.(.
••
I Oreewilly Thorough
0,1k,la t •
14 Sr. 01
,
xyirlicrit ?clove.,"
it.truk twin
(7.

'194344

FUT

..
• lee
Service
Tnmming,
removal
stump grinding, fire
wood Insured
489-2839

G&T Homebuilder's
and Home Repairs

ci

Free pickup/delivery.
436-2867.

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
-For all residential and
anal commercial
painting needs
*Interior & Exterior
-Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture .r.o
Louver doors / shutters
753-8858.
MOODY'S
Mower
Repair pick-up & deliver. 753-5668

PROFESSIONAL Floor
nstallation. 18 years
experience. Wood, carpet, tile. Free estimates. 787-0226

Tractor Work
Bush-Hogging,
Dirt work,
Driveways,etc.
Call 436-2594.
Reasonable

Horoscope

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS Tuesday, July 18, 2006:
(270) 293-8726 OR
What you say counts this birth759-5534
day year. Professionally, you
Chuck Van Buren
will make waves, intentionally
BACKHOE
or not. You find out just how
TRUCKING
much others count on you. You
ROY HILL.
emanate a newfound gentleness,
Septic system, gravel,
drawing many. You are like a
white rock
magnet. Curb a tendency to
436-2113
overspend, as the ramifications
Dozer work & Track
could be difficult to shrug off.
hoe
Investments could be slow to
BTM Excavating come to fruition as well. If you
Bobby McCtaston
are single, you easily might have
Backhoe & TractoriBlark
a magical relationship enter your
Septic Systems- Driveway,
While Rock - Gravel
life, if you are ready. Count on
753-7646
this bond being memorable. If
227-3032
you are -attached, your relationC & C Renovation and ship responds to any efforts you
make to become closer. Work on
Remodeling.
We care about your a common goal. You will have
home. Home repairs,' much more of what you want.
additions,
roofing, TAURUS stands behind you.
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding
"FREE ESTIMATES••
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson0wk.net

492-8334

Jori's Mower Repair.

lamellie War
your attitude positive, and
you'll come out a winner. Think

about your options. Tonight:
Say yes to possibilities.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
**** Others have much
more control than you realize.
As a result, you accomplish a
lot, and very quickly at that.
Good news comes from a distance or a more intellectual
perspective. Don't buy into
someone's story. Tonight: Say
yes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** An easy attitude gets
better results than negativity or
getting stuck in a rut. Relating
to a key associate or partner
makes you much happier than
in the recent past. This person's attitude is changing.
To/tight: Get some extra R and
R.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
The Stars Show the Kind of 19)
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; ***** Relating becomes
a
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; pleasure, with the possible
I -Difficult
exception of a money matter.
Go where the going is good
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
rather than fuss about a difficult
**** Extremes punctuate situation. Others start acting a
your day, whether you like it or lot friendlier. Tonight: Allow
not. Keep a firm hold on your playfulness to be your theme.
finances, if you know what is AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
good for you. Use solid think- **** Your possessive side
ing. You might find that a gen- emerges when dealing with a
tle approach could calm down family member or a personal
a hot situation. Tonight: Count issue. You need to just do and
on yourself.
not get uptight. Your perspecTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
tive could change a lot if you
**** You could be chal- imagine what someone else is
lenged by different situations going through. Tonight: Happy
and perhaps be a touch nega- at home.
tive. You might find that others PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
might be limiting your natural ***** What you say could
ebb and flow. Consider easily warm up the present
bypassing an offer that seems emotional climate. Sometimes
too good to be true. Tonight: you want or expect too mutih.
Just ask.
Right now, the world can be
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
your oyster if you just make an
*** Step back, especially if effort. Others easily respond to
you hit controversy wherever you. Tonight: Out visiting.
you go. no matter what you do.
Some days you might simply BORN TODAY
be better off keeping to your- Actor Vin Diesel (1967) astroself. Treat yourself to some- naut John Glenn Jr. (1921),
thing' you want, without break- South African president Nelson
ing the bank. Tonight: Get Mandela (1918)
•••
some extra R and R.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
**** Although everything Internet
at
doesn't fall into place today, http://www.jacquelinebigar.c
keep smiling, as it can and will
in the near future. Venus enters (c) 2006 by King Features
your sign, spiking your magnet- Syndicate Inc.
ism in the next few weeks. Do
what you want in order to make
yourself happy. Curb spending.
Tonight: Hook up with a friend.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
•'••
NIB • Ill •
* You easily could be rainMIL'aMillM.Nikw•i•
ing on your own parade. If mat\Moiler serxirmr--91...itareasew
ters. meetings and life in general aren't tumbling the way
you would like, then look in the
mirror You could be the source
of your own problems Change
your attitude, and you'll change
the results. Tonight Out late.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
VicIA, Our
***** Take the high road,
Entire
Inventory at
look at the big picture. You find
that many people around you
www.
look at life differently You will
start seeing them in a different
light Observe and don't react.
You will like what develops.
Tonight: Music and friends
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Work with someone
directly You might be confused
about which way to go with a
project or partnership Keep

73111111ti,
Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

bennettmotorsinc
.com

1-800-363-4720

THE CELLS THAT SELL!,
Pat Gerry

Lawn
HAMPLE S
Service Mowing tnmming
leaf removal
Residential & commer
oat Honest & reliable
John Hamel°. owner
Call (270)970-3003 or
(270)247-8455

2005 kip listadqo
3s4s odor hOiAP

293-0318
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10 years ago
The home of Carlton and
Nancy Laxton, located off Billy
Branch Road, was totally
destroyed by fire on July 15
about 2:51 a.m., according to
members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue.
Lt. Corn. Brent L. Boston,
USN, graduated from College
of Naval Command & Staff at
Naval War College, Newport,
R.I. He is the son of Rev. Fil
and Betty Boston of Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Shelly and Thomas Spikes,
a girl to Kimberly and Bruce
Bowlin and a girl to Brooke
and Wesley Heffingtod July 11.
20 years ago
The Board of Directors of
United Way of Murray and Calloway County voted to set the
ampaign goal of $50,000 at
its luncheon meeting, according to Betty Lowry, president.
Births reported include a girl
to Paul and Sharon Wells, July
2; a girl to Pevita and James
Walker. a girl to Teresa and
John George and a boy to
Sharon and Kenneth Lowery,
July 12; a boy to Coweta and
John Conger and a boy to Judy
,and Michael Toombs, July 13;
a boy to Johnna and Robert
Bailey and a girl to June and
Wiliam Paschall, July 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Gibbs
will be married 50 years July
*.18.
• 30 years ago
Mike Watson of Calloway
County was the big winner of
the Motorcycle Rodeo held July
.15 at the Murray-Calloway
County Fair. Kim Grogan was
.second and Ricky Bucy -was

durd.
Jean Clout assumed the duties
of Calloway County Extension
Agent in home economics on
July 1.
Mr. and Mrs. R.D. McKinney were married for 58 years
June 26.
Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor of
Grace Baptist Church, Murray,
will be the speaker at the revival
services scheduled at Flint Baptist Church July 18-24.
40 years ago
Midshipman Stanley H. Jewell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Floy
Jewell, has completed three
weeks of training and orientation in Naval Aviation at the
Naval Auxiliary Air Station, Soufley Field. Pensacola, Fla.
Rev. Loyd D. Wilson, pastor of Grace Baptist Church,
Murray, will be speaker at the
revival services scheduled at
Mt. Sinai Baptist Church,
Buchanan, Tenn., July 19-23,
according Rev. F.C. Prince, pastor.
Rev. W.T. Jackson is pastor
of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
50 years ago
Army Pfc. Frederick A. Whitnell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Whitnell of Murray, has been
a part of Operation Gyroscope
in Alaska.
Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce will sponsor a tennis toumiunent at the Murray
City Park on July 23.
Martha Jane Stegner of Murray has returned from an allexpense paid trip as a guest of
the Stanley Home Products,
Westfield, Mass.

COMICS/FEATIAWS
Anesthesia is not a truth
serum — and that's no lie!
DEAR ABBY: I just finished reading the letter regarding the husband who, while
coming out of anesthesia,'confessed" to cheating on his wife.
You were dead on when
you said, "People babble all
sorts of nonsense when coming out of
anesthesia."
Some of it
may be true,
but most of
the time it
is not! I
know from
experience.
When I had
knee
surgery. I later
By Abigail
learned that
Van Buren
while I was
in recovery I told the nurse I
hoped Meredith wouldn't see
me, as I looked horrible. When
asked who Meredith was, I
said she was my wife. Abby,
I was 14 years old at the time!
I hope that the wife in that
letter realizes that maybe her
husband's confession was just
the result of being in a completely different world. And
hopefully, the husband's alleged
mistress is only as real as my
supposed "wife" was. -- GREGORY B., CINCINNATI
DEAR GREGORY B.:
Thank you for sharing your
experience. Believe it or not,
I got a rash of mail from people telling me I should not
have printed that letter because
it would deter people from
having necessary medical pro-

Dear Abby

Todaylollistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. July 17,
the 198th day of 2006. There
are 167 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History: ,
Ten years ago, on July 17,
1996, TWA Flight 800, a Parisbound Boeing 747, exploded
and crashed off Long Island,
N.Y., shortly after leaving John
F. Kennedy International Airport, killing all 230 people
E3
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aboard.
On this date:
In 1821, Spain ceded Florida to the United States.
In 1898, during the Spanish-American War, Spanish
troops in Santiago, Cuba, surrendered to U.S. forces.
In 1944, 322 people were
killed when a pair of ammunition ships exploded in Port
Chicago, Calif.
In 1945, President Truman,

Soviet leader Josef Stalin and
British Prime Minister Winston S. Churchill began meeting at Potsdam, Germany, in
the final Allied summit of World
War II.
In 1955, Disneyland debuted
in Anaheim, Calif.
In 1975, an Apollo spaceship docked with a Soyuz spacecraft in orbit in the first superpower linkup of its kind.
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cedures that require an anesthetic! What the hospital worker had actually done was share
an old wives tale. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: If it were true
that "people coming out of
anesthesia are completely incapable of lying," the police
would be giving this as a test
instead of polygraphs, neither
of which are admissible in
court as reliable indicators to
convict someone. Other evidence is needed. -- JUANITA
IN MELBOURNE, FLA.
DEAR ABBY: My husband
had a colonoscopy, and when
I met him in the recovery
room he was still "under the
influence." When I asked him
how it went in there, he
responded,"Well, We had Earth.
Wind and Fire in there, and
we were dancing all over the
place." I replied, "I find that
hard to believe, honey," and
he said, 'I won the dance contest!"
I would advise that wife
not to believe what others say
while coming out of anesthesia. -- CINDY IN ANN
ARBOR, MICH.
DEAR ABBY: Since I have
been giving anesthesia for more
than 30 years, I feel somewhat qualified to comment on
the nurse's statement that "It's
impossible to lie under anesthesia." There are many classes of drugs given during anesthesia, and most of them only
make you talkative and amnestie. I don't know of a single
one that is guaranteed to produce the truth. I hope the
woman who might be getting
a divorce due to her husband's
response reads this. -- PAT IN
MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA
DEAR ABBY: It is my
experience that much of the
public refer to anyone wearing scrubs as a nurse. In fact,
many other employees in health
care wear scrubs, including lab
techs, nursing aides and assistants, orderlies, housekeepers
and unit secretaries. Assuming you are interacting with a
nurse when, in fact, you aren't
in a health care setting can
lead to consequences ranging
from annoying to downright
dangerous.
There was no excuse for
any employee in health care
to have made such appalling
comments. Especially in this
age of overburdened health
care workers and crowded hospitals, it is imperative that the
public know with whom they
are speaking, questioning, or
taking instructions from in a
medical setting! -- AN R.N.
IN EUGENE, ORE.
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear
Abby at www.DestrAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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neblgar.c
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Treatment available
for dry mouth
DEAR DR. GOTT: I would affect gout. If your husband
like to give you some infor- is having trouble despite his
mation concerning treatment medications, try having him
of Sjogren's syndrome. I had eat cherries daily, either fresh
dry mouth fqr over 10 years or canned. Other readers swear
but never received any treat- by this natural remedy.
ment. However, about five
To give you related inforyears ago, mation, I am sending you a
when I went copy of my Health Report
to an ENT "About Gout." Other readers
doctor for who would like a copy should
sinus prob- send a long, self-addressed,
lems, I men- stamped envelope and $2 to
tioned that I Newsletter, P() Box 167, Wickhad a dry liffe, OH 44092. Be sure to
mouth. The mention the title.
doctor gave
DEAR DR. GOTT: The
me a sam- problem I have is going to
Dr. Gott
ple of Evox- bed at 10 p.m. and waking
ac, 30 mil- up around 2 a.m. or 3 a.m.
By
Dr Peter Gott ligrams, and Then can't go back to sleep.
also
pre- I turn and twist in bed.
scribed the medicine. I take
What do you recommend
one only at bedtime. Some that I should do — get out
nights my mouth gets very of bed, walk around the house,
watery; the dry mouth is gone. drink warm milk, watch teleI hope the person who wrote vision or take a sleeping pill?
to you will ask his doctor and
DEAR READER: This is
get Evoxac.
a tough problem that is surDEAR READER: Many prisingly common. Some peopatients with dry mouth have ple are helped by drinking warm
written to me in hopes that I milk, reading or watching telmay have a solution to this evision briefly. I advise you
annoying problem. Until now, not to take sleeping pills durI haven't had a solution, so I ing the night, as they can make
am publishing your letter as you groggy the next day.
a service to those patients in
Ambien, a prescription
need of treatment. Thank you sleeping pill, is now marketfor sharing your experience.
ed in a new form. When the
DEAR DR.GOTT: My hus- pill is taken at bedtime,it quickband has had gout for many ly releases a sleep aid that
years and takes tivo medica- helps you fall asleep. Then,later
tions,
allopurinol
and in the night, it releases a secindomethacin. I have read that ond, slowly dissolving "dose"
oatmeal isn't good for gout. of a sleep aid to keep you
Is that a true statement? Late- asleep. Ask your doctor about
ly, he has had trouble with"' this.
his knee and has been having
To give you related inforoatmeal on occasion.
mation, I am sending you a
DEAR READER: To my copy of my Health Report
knowledge, oatmeal does not "Sleep/Wake Disorders."

ContractBridge
Last dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A
•Q J 106
•A Q 104
4A.165
WEST
EAST
•KQ964
4r.1 8 3 2
•8 3 2
111—
•98
•J 7 3 2
retICQ7
+109 8 3 2
SOUTH
+1075
IP A K 9 7 5 4
•K 6 5
+4
The bidding:
South West
East
North
2
Pass
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3•
Pass
4 NT
5V
Pass
Pass
5 NT
6+
Pass
Pass
7•
Opening lead two of hearts.

hands. They had agreed to play weak
two-bids, so Molson opened two
hearts, indicating a strong suit bui.
less than the normal complement of
,
high cards for an opening one-heart
bid. Naturally, Cohen started thinking not only in terms of game, but
possibly slam.
Has two-notnamp bid was artificial, asking South to further describe
his hand. TIvce diamonds showed a
maximum weak two-bid with an
honor card in diamonds.
Four notrump by North was a
special form of Blackwood, and the:
response of five hearts guarantee&
Iwo key cards (which in the actual'
case North knew to be the A-K of
hearts)
Five notrump was a grand-slam:
try asking South whether he had any.
further values to reveal. Six clubs by
South disclosed his singleton club
which, on top of the A-K of hearts
and king of diamonds previously
Nowadays, virtually all tourna- identified, made it easy to bid the
ment players — and most non- grand slam. There was nothing to the
tournament players — prefey open- play, and North-South scored 2.210
ing y.cak two-bids to strong twos, points.
hello- mg the weak two gives them
Note that the grand slam was
more flexibility in the bidding both undertaken with only 28 high-card
offensively and defensively. Today's points, considerably less than the
deal, which was played in the 1982 usual requirement, but fully justified
Spingold team-of-four champi- given North's knowledge of South's
onship, certainly provides a strong hand. At the second table, the Northcase for the weak-thin advocates.
South pair stopped at six hearts after
At one table, Billy Cohen and a far less illuminating sequence of
Mark Molson held the North-South bids.
Tomorrow: The rabbit-in-the-hat trick.
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15 Produced
16 Crooked
17 - Baba
18 One-hoss
20
Recedes
22 Rx givers
23 Have being
24 Della or Pee
Wee
27 Computer dept
28 Pla
rd
32 Bronzed
33 Toad features
36 Snores* deeply
37 Proof word
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47 Advance faster,
maybe (hyph.)
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53 John in Russia
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4 Escalator pads
5 Utter contusion
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8 Pilot
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